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Traditionally, the thermal efficiency of energy
conversion processes are compared to the quasistatic Carnot

2

bounds on performance.

Despite the general theoretical

importance of the limiting can,·ot efficiencies, the
idealized nature of the quasistatic carnot refrigeration
cycle, (for example, in which no cooling power is produced}
limits the usefulness of the Carnot bound as a limiting
thermal efficiency estimate for refrigeration cycles
operating at nonzero cycling frequencies and producing
cooling power.
In this study, modifications to the quasistatic Carnot
cycle are developed in order to formulate improved
theoretical bounds on the thermal efficiency of certain
refrigeration cycles that produce finite cooling power.

The

modified refrigeration cycle model is based on the idealized
endoreversible finite time cycle.

Two of the four cycle

branches are defined as reversible adiabats, and the other
two are the high and low temperature branches along which
finite heat fluxes couple the refrigeration cycle with
external heat reservoirs.
This finite time model has been used to obtain the
following results:

First, the performance of a finite time

Carnot refrigeration cycle (FTCRC} is examined.

In the

special symmetric case of equal heat transfer coefficients
along the high and low temperature branches, it is found
that by optimizing the FTCRC to maximize thermal efficiency
and then evaluating the efficiency at peak cooling power, a
new bound on the thermal efficiency at finite cooling power
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of certain Carnot refrigeration cycles is given by

where TH and TL are the absolute high and low temperatures
of the two heat reservoirs, respectively, and
~m

= /2

+

1 "" 2. 41 is the dimensionless cycle period at

maximum cooling power.
Second, a finite time refrigeration cycle (FTRC) is
optimized to obtain four distinct optimal cycling modes that
maximize efficiency and cooling power, and minimize power
consumption and irreversible entropy production.

An

efficiency space is defined, and the global maximum
efficiency trajectory is obtained within this space that
defines the maximum efficiency mode of operation.
Efficiency trajectories defining the latter three optimal
operating modes are also obtained.

It is found that all

four respective trajectories converge to the global
quasistatic Carnot maximum efficiency in the zero cycling
frequency limit.

By expanding the efficiencies of each

optimal operating mode to first order in cycling frequency
and in the special symmetric case, the ma;cimum efficiency
and minimum irreversible entropy production modes are
determined to be equally efficient.

In addition, simple

analytic expressions are obtained for the coefficients of
performance at maximum cooling power within each of the four
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optimal operating modes.

These latter efficiencies depend

only on the temperature ratio of the two external isothermal
heat reservoirs.

Under certain limiting conditions the

bounding efficiency at maximum cooling power shown above is
obtained.
Third, the problem of imperfect heat switches linking
the working fluid of an FTRC to external heat reservoirs is
studied.

Non-ideal heat switches significantly affect the

efficiency characteristics of endoreversible FTRC's.

The

efficiency space representing the performance of an FTRC
with non-ideal heat switches is severely folded relative to
the efficiency surface representing an FTCRC with ideal heat
switches.

The degree to which the efficiency surface for

the non-ideal case is folded and contains negative
efficiencies is indicative of heat-leakage through non-ideal
switches.

By analytically and numerically optimizing the

FTRC, the cycling mode corresponding to operation at maximum
efficiency is obtained.

It is found that there exist two

distinct optimum cycling conditions for a refrigeration
cycle with heat leaks due to non-ideal heat switches: 1)
operation at the global maximum in efficiency, and 2)
operation at the frequency of maximum cooling power.

The

efficiency evaluated at maximum cooling power, and the
global maximum efficiency may provide improved bench-mark
bounds on the efficiencies of certain real irreversible
refrigeration cycles.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
More efficient energy conversion systems are of
increasing importance as energy resources for currently used
systems dwindle and demand for these shrinking resources
continues to grow.

Between 1971 and 2001, the

for energy has been projected to double (1).

u.s.

demand

This is

significant since energy consumption in the U.S. accounts
for approximately a third of the annual worldwide energy
consumed.

In addition, the annual worldwide demand for

energy during the same time period is expected to triple.
Therefore, it is important to attempt to obtain a better
understanding of the thermodynamics of energy conversion
processes and thermal efficiency.
HEAT ENGINES
Traditionally, the thermal efficiency of energy
conversion processes are compared to the _quasistatic Carnot
bounds on performance.

For a quasistatic heat engine

operating cyclically between two isothermal heat reservoirs,
the Carnot bound states that thermal energy cannot be
converted to work more efficiently than the theoretical
maximum

2
n
'I

=

1 - TH

( 1.1)

T'
L

where TH and TL are the temperatures of the hot and cold
heat reservoirs.

Despite the general theoretical importance

of this limiting Carnot efficiency, the idealized nature of
the quasistatic carnot heat engine in which no power is
produced limits the usefulness of Eq. (1.1) as an estimate
of the limiting thermal efficiency of heat engines cycling
at nonzero frequencies and producing power.
In recent years increasing interest has been focused on
the problem of formulating improved thermodynamic bounds
that better reflect the performance limits of heat engines.
Much of this interest has been focused on the description
and optimization of the properties of heat engines operating
with finite cycling times.

In particular, the works of

curzon and Ahlborn (2), Salamon (3,4), Rubin (5), Andresen
(6-8), and others (9-11) have incorporated certain time
dependent properties of real engines into standard
quasistatic heat engine models.

By including time

dependence, certain inherently irreversible features that
are absent from the quasistatic thermodynamic description
become a natural part of these finite time models.

Examples

of important questions that can be examined include how to
optimally configure heat engines either for maximum power
production or for maximum efficiency at finite power.
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The thermal efficiency of a heat engine operating at
maximum power, first obtained by curzon and Ahlborn (2),
appears to be useful enough as a thermodynamical bound on
the efficiencies of heat engines as to be worth stating
here.

For a class of heat engines operating in finite time

(i.e. nonzero cycling frequencies) with linear Newton's law
heat transfer and with equal heat transfer coefficients at
the high and low temperatures, the efficiency at maximum
power is found to be
TICA

=1 -

(

T:T )112 ,

( 1. 2)

where TL/TH is the ratio of the low and high temperatures of
the heat reservoirs.

It is worth noting that the curzon-

Ahlborn efficiency of Eq. (1.2) depends only on the
temperature ratio of the heat reservoirs and not on other
cycle specific details such as volume or pressure
constraints.

It is this similarity to the quasistatic

Carnot efficiency that makes TICA such an intriguing result.
This is the reason why the Carnot bound on heat engine
thermal efficiency is so generally used.
REFRIGERATION CYCLES
In the case of the quasistatic Carnot refrigeration
cycle, heat cannot be transported from a low temperature
heat reservoir to a reservoir at a higher temperature more
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effectively than the theoretical maximum coefficient of
performance (COP) given by

e
0

= ( TH TL

1)-1.

( 1. 3)

In a way analogous to the previously discussed efficiency of
the quasistatic Carnot heat engine, the COP of a quasistatic
carnot refrigeration cycle producing no cooling power, as
given by Eq. (1.3), is usually much too optimistic for
refrigeration cycles that operate in finite time and which
do produce finite cooling power.
In this dissertation, I develop modifications of the
reversible Carnot cycle in order to formulate improved
theoretical bounds on the thermal efficiency of certain
refrigeration cycles while attempting to retain much of the
inherent simplicity which made the original quasistatic
Carnot estimate so generally useful.

Refrigeration cycle

models of the types described in Chapters II, III, and IV
with Newton's law of cooling governing heat transfer
constitute a set of simple refrigeration cycle models that
can be used to study this problem.

The cycle model is based

on the idealized endoreversible cycle (5) in which two of
the four cycle branches are defined to be reversible
adiabats, and the other two are the high and low temperature
isothermal branches along which finite heat fluxes couple
the refrigeration cycle with external heat reservoirs.
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Of primary interest in fulfilling the goals of this
dissertation is obtaining optimal refrigeration cycle
operating modes (i.e. different ways of cycling the
refrigerator) for several variations of the basic
refrigeration cycle model.

Optimal operating modes that

extremize such cycle properties as thermal efficiency,
cooling power, power production, and irreversible entropy
production could be obtained by using analytic and numerical
optimization techniques.

Optimizations of this type yield

the detailed time paths followed to achieve optimal
performance.

Further, by examining certain maxima and

minima within different optimal refrigeration cycle
operating modes, new bounds on certain properties of
refrigeration cycles operating in finite time may be
obtained.
Towards these goals, the classical variational
calculus, optimization theory, and numerical computational
methods have been used with much success and have provided
many interesting and important results in studies of finite
time heat engines (3-11).

A typical optimization defining

an optimal cycling mode proceeds as follows:
1)

The amount of heat flowing in and out of a

refrigeration cycle's working fluid over a complete cycle
determines the performance characteristics of the
refrigeration cycle.

For

t~e

class of problems to be

examined, refrigeration cycle performance will be gauged by
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the degree to which a particular finite time refrigeration
cycle operating mode extremizes specific objective functions
such as efficiency or cooling power.

Therefore, it is

important to know how maximizing or minimizing the heat
flowing through the working fluid affects these and other
objective functions.

By taking the derivatives of objective

functions with respect to the heats absorbed and rejected
from the working fluid and examining the signs of these
derivatives, it should be possible to determine if
refrigeration cycle performance is optimized by maximizing
or minimizing heat transfer.
2)

The temperature of the working fluid as a function

of time along the high and low temperature cycle branches
determines the amount of heat transferred to and from the
working fluid of the FTRC.

Classical variational methods,

such as the Euler-Lagrange method, could be used to obtain
the temperature of the working fluid as a function of time
that optimizes heat transfer between the working fluid and
the external reservoirs.
3)

Finally, the relative distribution of cycling time

devoted to heat transfer along the high and low temperature
cycle branches is to be optimized.

This approach has been

useful in many studies of finite time heat engines
(2,3,5,9,11).

The choice of the appropriate optimization

method to use is determined by the complexity of the
constituent equations in the optimization.

Examples of
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optimization methods are given below in the order they might
be used for simple to increasingly complicated
optimizations.

These methods are the standard Euler-

Lagrange variational method, the Kuhn-Tucker optimization
method, and numerical computational methods.

Euler-Lagrange

and Kuhn-Tucker methods could be used for optimizations that
can be performed analytically, and numerical computational
methods could be used for problems that are difficult to
solve analytically.
Optimizations following the general form described
above are presented in Chapter II, III, and IV, and yield
FTRC operating modes that extremize certain objective
functions such as efficiency and cooling power producing new
bounds on the performance of certain carnot like
refrigeration cycles operating in finite time.
In Chapter II, the performance of a finite time Carnot
refrigeration cycle (FTCRC) operating endoreversibly at
finite cycling times with irreversible heat transfer
coupling the working fluid to two external isothermal heat
reservoirs is examined.

In particular, the optimal

refrigeration cycle operating mode that maximizes thermal
efficiency is studied.

In the special symmetric case of

equal heat transfer coefficients along the high and low
temperature branches, it is found that by optimizing the
FTCRC model to maximize thermal efficiency and then
evaluating the efficiency at peak cooling power, a new bound
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on the thermal efficiency at finite cooling power of carnot
refrigeration cycles is given by
( 1. 4)

where

T8

and

TL

are the absolute high and low temperatures

of the two heat reservoirs, respectively, and
~m

= .f2

+

1 .. 2. 41 is the dimensionless cycle period at

maximum cooling power.

It is proposed that this simple and

new result for em may be more useful than the quasistatic
carnot COP as a theoretical bound on thermal efficiency for
certain Carnot refrigeration cycles that maximize thermal
efficiency and produce cooling power.
In Chapter III, efficiency and cooling power
differences are examined and compared between the four
different refrigeration cycling modes that extremize thermal
efficiency, cooling power, power consumption, and
irreversible entropy production.

An endoreversible finite

time refrigeration cycle (FTRC) model is defined and
subsequently is operated at finite cycling times with
irreversible heat transfer coupling the working fluid to two
isothermal external thermal reservoirs.

Whereas in Chapter

II the finite time Carnot refrigeration cycle is defined
such that heat transfer occurs isothermally, heat transfer
is not assumed to be isothermal in the FTRC studied in
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Chapter III.

Using classical Euler-Lagrange variational

methods (12), it is found that regardless of the cycling
mode being considered, optimal operating modes are attained
when heat transfer occurs isothermally and when the
adiabatic branches are traversed instantaneously.

Using

this optimum cycle configuration and employing the KuhnTucker optimization conditions (13), the FTRC is further
optimized to obtain the four distinct cycling modes that
maximize thermal efficiency and cooling power, and minimize
power consumption and irreversible entropy production.

An

efficiency space is defined and the global maximum
efficiency trajectory is obtained within this space that
defines the maximum efficiency mode of operation.
Efficiency trajectories defining the latter three optimal
operating modes are also obtained, and it is found that all
four respective trajectories converge to the global
quasistatic Carnot maximum efficiency in the zero cycling
frequency limit.

Expanding the efficiencies of each optimal

operating mode to first order in cycling frequency and in
the special symmetric case of equal heat transfer
coefficients along the high and low temperature heat
transfer branches, the maximum efficiency and minimum
irreversible entropy production modes are determined to be
equally efficient.

Finally, simple analytic expressions are

obtained for the coefficients of performance at maximum
cooling power within each of the four optimal operating
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modes which depend only on the temperature ratio of the two
external isothermal heat reservoirs.

Under certain limiting

conditions the bounding efficiency em at maximum cooling
power obtained in Chapter II is obtained in Chapter III.
In Chapter IV, the problem of imperfect heat switches
linking the working fluid of a refrigeration cycle to the
external heat reservoirs is studied.

If these switches do

not function ideally, a significant source of
irreversibility in the form of heat leaks may exist.

For

example, if the refrigeration cycle is Carnot like then when
traversing the low temperature isothermal branch, heat is
absorbed in the usual way from the low temperature reservoir
into the working fluid, but due to imperfect thermal
switching, heat will also leak into the working fluid from
the high temperature reservoir.

In a similar way, heat will

leak back into the low temperature reservoir while operating
the refrigeration cycle along the high temperature
isothermal branch.

Problems of this type can be especially

prevalent in magnetic refrigeration systems (14,15).

It is

important, therefore, to understand the effects of imperfect
switching on cycle efficiency.

An extended finite time

refrigeration cycle model incorporating imperfect heat
switches is used to study this problem.
As in Chapter III, Euler-Lagrange variational methods
are used to show that optimum heat transfer occurs
isothermally even with imperfect heat switches.

However,
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because this problem is sufficiently more complicated
mathematically than those discussed in Chapters II and III,
numerical optimization methods have been used to obtain the
optimum cycling mode corresponding to operation at maximum
efficiency.
The performance of finite time Carnot refrigeration
cycles with perfect and imperfect heat switches are
compared.

Relative to a FTCRC with perfect switches,

imperfect heat switches significantly alter the thermal
efficiency and cooling power characteristics of finite time
endoreversible refrigeration cycles.

Most notably, an FTCRC

with imperfect switches has certain operating regimes in
which cooling power and efficiency are negative.

In

addition, it is found that there exist two distinct optimum
cycling conditions for a cycle with imperfect heat switches:
operation at the global maximum in efficiency, and operation
at the frequency of maximum cooling power.

The coefficient

of performance evaluated at maximum cooling power, and the
global maximum of the coefficient of performance may provide
improved bench-mark bounds for the efficiencies of real
irreversible refrigeration cycles.
It is hoped that the generalized finite time
thermodynamics of refrigeration cycles may enrich our
fundamental knowledge of thermodynamics, and yield insights
helping us develop more efficient energy conversion methods
for the future so that a suitable balance between energy
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consumption and energy resource availability can be
attained.

CHAPTER II
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY AT FINITE COOLING POWER OF A
FINITE TIME CARNOT REFRIGERATION CYCLE
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the efficiencies of thermal energy
conversion systems are compared with the quasistatic Carnot
bounds on performance first obtained in the early 19th
century and which have become a part of every physicist's
education.

As a practical matter, it is not generally

worthwhile to operate cycles in the quasistatic extreme,
either in the case of the engine or the refrigeration cycle,
since cycles operating quasistatically work infinitely
slowly and consequently produce vanishing power.

Thus, we

are faced with the paradoxical situation in which the
maximum thermodynamic efficiency can only be attained in the
limit in which useful power cannot be extracted.

In fact,

real heat engines and refrigeration cycles operate
nonquasistatically at finite cycling times while
irreversibly producing power and cooling power,
respectively.
In this chapter, modifications of the reversible Carnot
cycle will be developed in order to formulate an improved
theoretical bound on the thermal efficiency of refrigeration
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cycles while attempting to retain much of the inherent
simplicity which made the original quasistatic Carnot
estimate so generally useful.

Although the problem could be

examined in a more sophisticated derivation, the mathematics
have been kept purposefully simple in order to make the
following discussion as clear as possible.
A finite time carnot refrigeration cycle (FTCRC) model
of the type described below with Newton's law of cooling
governing heat transfer may be the simplest refrigeration
cycle model that can be used to study this problem.

The

FTCRC model is based on the idealized endoreversible cycle
(5) in which two of the four cycle branches are defined to
be reversible adiabats, and the other two are the high and
low temperature isothermal branches along which finite heat
fluxes couple the refrigeration cycle with external heat
reservoirs.
The present analysis is focused on the FTCRC operating
mode that maximizes efficiency and the cooling power
properties of this maximum efficiency operating mode.

Other

possible modes of operation might include those that
maximize cooling power, minimize power consumption, or
minimize irreversible entropy production.

Although, for the

currently studied FTCRC model, the maximum cooling power
mode occurs at zero efficiency and is not physically
interesting (16).
It is important to make clear that each of the
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operating modes mentioned above are unique.

To construct

refrigeration cycles that achieved these four modes of
operation, four different refrigerators would need to be
constructed.

In terms of the results presented here, this

means that the frequency of maximum cooling power discussed
below is uniquely determined by the choice to study an FTCRC
whose primary operating function is to maximize efficiency.
Other modes of refrigeration cycle operation that maximize
cooling power, minimize power consumption, and minimize
irreversible entropy production attain different cooling
power maxima at different cycling frequencies.

The

differences between all four of the FTCRC operating modes
referred to above will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter III.
A frequency dependent coefficient of performance is
defined as an efficiency measure, and upon maximizing this
COP, the maximum efficiency mode of refrigeration cycle
operation is defined.

The maximized COP converges to the

global quasistatic Carnot maximum in the zero cycling
frequency limit and decreases monotonically to zero with
increasing frequencies.

In addition, the principal result

of this chapter is obtained which is the maximized COP
evaluated at maximum cooling power (i.e., the maximum
cooling power attainable by an FTCRC operating within the
maximum efficiency mode of operation).
is given by

This maximized COP

16
( 2 .1)

:r

where

=

12

+

1 "' 2. 41 is the dimensionless cycle period of

maximum cooling power.

It is suggested that em

may be

more useful than the quasistatic Carnot COP as a theoretical
bound on the thermal efficiency of certain refrigeration
cycles that maximize efficiency while producing cooling
power.
REFRIGERATION CYCLE MODEL
A Carnot refrigeration cycle is considered that
operates at finite cycling frequencies due to thermal
contact through nonzero heat fluxes with two isothermal heat
reservoirs at the high and low temperatures TH and TL,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1.

The combined system

consisting of the refrigeration cycle and the two external
reservoirs is isolated from all other systems.

Two of the

four refrigeration cycle branches are the high and low
temperature isothermal branches along which heat is
exchanged with the thermal reservoirs, and the other two are
defined to be reversible adiabats.

In addition, the working

fluid is assumed to undergo only reversible transformations
throughout operation of the refrigeration cycle.

Therefore,

changes in the entropy of the working fluid add to zero over
a complete cycle.

Rubin (5) was the first to refer to the

17

Th
---1-------+-TH

T
--+-----+--TL

~

·s
Figure 1. Temperature-entropy state space diagram
of a finite time Carnot refrigeration cycle. The
temperatures T8 and TL are the high and low
temperatures of the heat reservoirs, respectively.
and T 1 are the high and low temperatures of the
working fluid during heat transfer, respectively.
The reservoir and working fluid temperatures are
ordered according to T 1 s; TL < T 8 s; Th.

Th
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general class of cycles for which this latter assumption
holds as "endoreversible".

In a more physical way,

endoreversibility means that the internal relaxation time of
the working fluid is short compared to all other time scales
associated with operation of the refrigeration cycle.

Thus,

the cycle defined above constitutes a Carnot refrigeration
cycle operating endoreversibly and generating irreversible
entropy through the finite heat fluxes that connect the
cycle to its high and low temperature reservoirs.

For the

remainder of this chapter, a refrigeration cycle of the
general class depicted in Figure 1 and discussed above will
be referred to as a finite time Carnot refrigeration cycle
(FTCRC).
The standard assumption is made for this class of
finite time cycles that the time spent along the two
adiabatic branches is on a time scale consistent with
minimizing heat leaks, and is negligible compared to the
time taken to traverse the two heat transfer branches
(3,5,17).
t'

= th

+ t1,

Therefore, the following approximation is used:
where

t'

is the cycle period, and

th

and

t1

are

the times taken to traverse the high and low temperature
heat transfer branches, respectively.

As an alternative, it

could have been assumed that the time spent along the two
adiabats is proportional to the time spent along the heat
transfer branches.

In this latter case,

tA

= kA ( th

+ t 1) ,
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where tA is the time spent along the adiabats and kA is a
proportionality constant.

The total cycling time

-r~ = t h + t 1 + t A then becomes -r~ = k~ ( t h + t 1 )
k~
't

= kA

+

1.

,

where

A rescaled cycle period is defined as

= -r~/k~ = th + t 1

which is equivalent to the previous

approximation in the limit of k~

=

1.

Both of these

approaches have been used in studies of finite time heat
engines (2,3,5,17,18), and it has been shown that optimal
performance is only achieved in the limit of k~ = 1.

This

is also the case for the currently studied FTCRC (16).
However, a certain amount of caution must be taken in
interpreting this statement.

Since some nonzero amount of

time must be spent along the adiabatic branches, the idea of
spending negligible time along the adiabats is interpreted
to mean that the time scale for traversing the adiabats is
small compared to the time scale for heat transfer along the
isotherms but is large compared to the time scale of the
internal relaxations of the working fluid.

This is

consistent with the physical interpretation others have
given as to the nature of endoreversible cycles (5,18).
Heat fluxes between the working fluid of the FTCRC and
the heat reservoirs at the temperatures TR

= Tn or

TR

= TL

are represented by Newton's law of cooling which is given by
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Q. = dQ
dt

h(T

T)

R -

( 2. 2)

w '

where the constant h > 0 represents the heat transfer
coefficient of the system and it is assumed that the same
heat transfer coefficient characterizes both heat transfer
branches (i.e.,

11

symmetric heat transfer 11 ) .

Also, Tw

represents the temperature of the working fluid during high
and low temperature heat transfer, and can be either Tw

= Th

Using Eq. (2.2), the total heat transferred over either
the high or low temperature branches is given by
( 2. 3)

where

tw

= th or

tw

= t 1 is the time taken to traverse either

the high or low temperature heat transfer branch,
respectively,

Q = Qh

< 0 for the heat rejected to the high

temperature reservoir from the working fluid, and Q = Q1 > 0
for the heat absorbed from the low temperature external
reservoir into the working fluid.

In addition, as has been

done in certain studies of finite time heat engines (3),
heat transfer into and out of the FTCRC is constrained in
such a way that the magnitude of the entropy change in the
working fluid over both heat transfer branches is

as= constant.

Using Eq. (2 .2), actual entropy changes in
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the working fluid during high and low temperature heat
transfer are given by
(2.4)

where ll.Sw

= il.Sh = -ll.S and

il.Sw

= il.S1 = il.S, over the high and

low temperature branches, respectively.

Also, ll.Sh

+ il.S 1 =

0

which satisfies the condition that the FTCRC operate
endoreversibly.
Using Eq. (2.4), the temperature T1 of the working
fluid while heat is absorbed from the low temperature heat
reservoir in the time t 1 and for the entropy change il.S is
( 2. 5)

where the dimensionless time £ 1
mathematical convenience.

= t 1h/ il.S

is used for

Using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5), the

total heat absorbed into the working fluid from the low
temperature reservoir is
(2. 6)

Similarly, the temperature Th of the working fluid while
heat is exhausted to the high temperature reservoir in time
th

and for the entropy change -ll.S is
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(2. 7}

and therefore, the total heat exhausted to the high
temperature heat reservoir is
(2.8)

where again, a dimensionless time Eh
been introduced.

= thh/ AS

has

It should be pointed out here that in

using the dimensionless times Eh and E1 in the forthcoming
optimization, the results obtained are the same as if
the unsealed branch times th and t 1 were used.
The present generalization of the reversible Carnot
refrigeration cycle to include only the irreversible entropy
production due to finite heat flows to and from the external
reservoirs is the refrigeration cycle analog to the finite
time Carnot engine cycle originally examined by curzon and
Ahlborn (2} and others (3,5).
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
In this section, the efficiency of the FTCRC is
maximized.

In addition, the "maximum efficiency operating

mode" is defined and the efficiency at maximum cooling power
within the maximum efficiency mode of operation is
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evaluated.
The efficiency of the FTCRC will be measured by a
coefficient of performance (COP) given in the usual way (20)
except that the work and heat are time dependent.
Therefore, the COP is given by:
(2.9)

introduced.

In addition, maximizing X(th, t 1) is equivalent

to maximizing e.

This last statement is true because

de/d.X> 0 and d 2 e/dX2 < 0.

Therefore, in order to simplify

the mathematics somewhat, X(th, t 1) will be maximized
instead of maximizing e directly.

Using Eqs. (2.6), (2.8),

and (2.9),

E1 ( Eh -

- -

1)

6th(tl + 1)

(2.10)

,

The quantity X(th, t 1) is maximized by obtaining the
optimal relative ratio of cycle time r

=

Eh! t 1 that is

devoted to each of the heat transfer branches while
maintaining a constant cycle period f

= Eh

+

E1 •

In terms

of r, the times devoted to low and high temperature heat
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transfer are, respectively,
(2.11a)

and
t- l = 't-

I

1
+ 1

(2.11b)

•

In terms of r, X(fh, t 1) is given by
(It' - I - 1)
X(I) = -::8~I--:{-:::t=-+_r_+_1~)

Finally, the optimum

I

(2 .12)

obtained from Eq. (2.12) by

straightforward differentiation is
=

I

(t' +
(1: -

1)
1)

(2 .13)

Using the optimum r from Eq. (2.13) in (2.11a} and (2.11b),
it is found that the optimal relative distribution of cycle
time devoted to heat transfer that maximizes both

X(

fh, f 1 )

and e is
fl

= -12 {-'t - 1)

fh

= -1c
't
2

1

(2 .14a)

and
+

1) •

(2 .14b)

Substituting the optimal expressions for fh and f 1 into Eq.
(2.12) and using the resulting expression for X(th, f 1 ) in
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Eq. (2.9) yields the following expression for the COP:

e (£)

= ( TH(
TL

I)£ 1)-l
2

1 +
1 -

(2.15)

_

1

where E = 1/=t' defines a reduced cycling frequency.

Thus,

Eq. (2.15) gives the COP of an FTCRC cycling in a way such
that the highest possible efficiency is maintained at all
cycling frequencies.
It is often useful to know the efficiency of a
refrigeration cycle relative to the global maximum
quasistatic Carnot COP.

Therefore, a reduced COP (RCOP)

quasistatic Carnot COP.

Thus, the RCOP for an FTCRC is

given by
11 (£)

=

H( 1+

T
( TL

1 -

(2.16)

I)£ 1)
2

_

Due to the nature of the FTCRC model in which heat
transfer occurs at a finite rate, the efficiencies of Eqs.
(2.15) and (2.16) differ from the quasistatic carnot COP in
at least two significant ways.

First, they are both

dependent on the irreversible heat transfer parameter, h,
and cycling frequency, f, through the dimensionless
frequency

r=

filS/h.

Second, at finite cycling
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frequencies, e(~ and~(~ decrease monotonically to zero
with increasing cycling frequency, but do converge to their
respective global quasistatic Carnot maxima in the limit of

l

==

0.

In order to illustrate these features,

~(f)

is

shown as a function of the reduced cycling frequency in
Figure 2.
Efficiency at Maximum Cooling Power
The cooling power over one cycle is defined to be
(2.17)
Using Eqs. (2.7) and (2.14a), the cooling power of an FTCRC
operating within the maximum efficiency mode is given by
(2.18)

As shown in Figure 2, a maximum in the cooling power exists
at the dimensionless frequency
( 2 .19)

and that the maximum cooling power is given by
(2.20)

Evaluating the COP of Eq. (2.14) at the frequency of
maximum cooling power, the following simple expression is
obtained:
(2.21)
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Figure 2. Curve a: reduced coefficient of
performance, ~'and curve b: reduced cooling
Power, ftc, as functions of the reduced cycling
frequency l. The reduced frequency l m = /2 - 1 is
the frequency of maximum cooling power within the
maximum efficiency mode of operation (8 = 3.0).

ooz
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~ m=

where

1/ :lm = /2

+

1 "" 2. 41 is the dimensionless cycle

period at maximum cooling power.

As shown in Figure 3, the

quasistatic carnot COP and the COP given by Eq. (2.21) are
both monotonically decreasing functions of the temperature
ratio

TH/TL.

Although in the limit of

TH/TL =

1, the Carnot

COP diverges whereas the COP of the FTCRC remains finite.
This difference may be understood by referring to the
definition of the COP given in Eq. (2.9), where
e = 01/

{ -Wnet> •

The COP for a quasistatic Carnot

refrigeration cycle diverges in the
Ql

'#

0 because for the Carnot cycle I

TH/TL
wnec

= 1 limit for

= 0 if

TH

= TL.

However, the COP for an FTCRC producing cooling power (i.e.,
Q1/-r:

'i'

0) remains finite even in the limit of

because

Wnet 'i'

=1

TH/TL

0 for an FTCRC producing cooling power

regardless of the temperature ratio
TH/TL

of the heat reservoirs.
Using the quasistatic Carnot COP, the RCOP at maximum

cooling power within the maximum efficiency operating mode
is given by
(2.22)

The COP, em, given by Eq. (2.21) and the RCOP,

~m'
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Figure 3. Quasistatic Carnot coefficient of
performance, e 0 , and finite time coefficient of
performance at maximum cooling power, em, vs TH/TL
the thermal reservoir temperature ratio.
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given by Eq. (2.22) are the principal results of this
chapter, and these coefficients of performance constitute
new theoretical bounds on the thermal efficiency of certain
refrigeration cycles that maximize efficiency while
producing cooling power.

In addition, em and

~m

depend

only on the temperature ratio TH/TL and are independent of
the cycling frequency and the heat transfer properties of
the FTCRC.

In this way, like

~~

efficiency of Eq. (1.2), em and

the curzon-Ahlborn

~m

still retain much of the

inherent simplicity which made the original Carnot COP so
generally useful.
em~

e0

~m ~ ~

,

0

Also, em and

~m

meet the criteria

where eo is the quasistatic carnot COP, and

= 1 , where

~

0

is the quasistatic Carnot RCOP.

Because em is most similar in form to the classic
quasistatic Carnot COP, em is the refrigeration cycle
analog to the Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency for heat engines
operating at maximum power.
In Table I, the new bound on refrigeration cycle
efficiency em is compared to the quasistatic Carnot bound.
It is important to stress that the intention is not to make
a direct comparison with the experimental data because the
purpose of this work is not to predict the efficiency of
refrigeration cycles.

Rather, interest lies in

establishing bounds on efficiency that are better than the
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE QUASISTATIC CARNOT COP
WITH THE COP AT FINITE COOLING POWER
OF A FINITE TIME CARNOT
REFRIGERATION CYCLE
Refrigeration
cycle (20' 21)

TH/TL

Stirling

€0
(Carnot)

€m
(Eq. 2.21)

€
(Observed)

15

0. 0714

0.0116

0.0021

GiffordMcMahon

15

0.0714

0.0116

0.0009

Brayton

15

0.0714

0.0116

0.0008

JouleThompson

15

0. 0714

0.0116

0.0005

Reciprocating
Magnetic
(*B=2T )

2.21

0.8264

0.0842

0.0777

( B=5T )

2.00

1.0000

0.0938

0.0630

B=5T

2.21

0.8264

0.0842

0.0355

(

*

)

B11 represents the externally applied magnetic
field.
11
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quasistatic Carnot bounds.
stirling cycle where

TH/TL

efficiency of e = 0.0021.
e 0 = 0. 0714.

For a given experiment, say the

= 15, the experiment shows an
The quasistatic carnot result is

Our new bound is em

=

0. 0116.

In this

example, the new bound is lower than the Carnot bound by
more than a factor of 6, and yet still bounds the
experimental Stirling cycle efficiency.

In fact, em

functions as a new bound in each of the cases shown in Table
I.

Therefore, based on this albeit cursory sampling of

data, it is encouraging to think that the above results may
indeed provide an improved bound on the thermal efficiency
of certain refrigeration
cycles.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A simple model for a class of endoreversible finite
time Carnot refrigeration cycles has been optimized such
that, in contrast to the traditional quasistatic Carnot
refrigeration cycle, operation proceeds irreversibly over a
continuous range of cycling times and produces finite
cooling power.

Specifically, a refrigeration cycle model

has been optimized to maximize thermal efficiency and such
an optimized refrigeration cycle has been defined to operate
in the maximum efficiency mode.

A similar refrigeration

cycle has been examined elsewhere (22) and the results are
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based on somewhat different assumptions.

The principal

result of this chapter has been given in Eq. (2.21), where
the coefficient of performance at the maximum cooling power
for a finite time Carnot refrigeration cycle operating
within the maximum efficiency mode has been obtained.

This

latter coefficient of performance may be more useful than
the quasistatic Carnot coefficient of performance as an
estimate of the bound on thermal efficiency for certain
refrigeration cycles that maximize efficiency while
producing cooling power.

CHAPTER III
OPTIMAL OPERATING MODES OF A FINITE
TIME REFRIGERATION CYCLE
INTRODUCTION
The focus of Chapter III is on a generalized finite
time refrigeration cycle model which is an extension of the
finite time carnot refrigeration cycle model studied in
Chapter II.

The basis of the refrigeration cycle model is

still the idealized endoreversible cycle (5) with Newton's
law heat fluxes coupling external isothermal reservoirs to
the working fluid.

The finite time Carnot refrigeration

cycle model of Chapter II has been defined so that heat
transfer occurs isothermally.

In the present study of a

more generalized refrigeration cycle model, isothermal heat
transfer is not assumed.
Of main interest is in obtaining the four distinct
optimal refrigeration cycle operating modes (i.e., ways of
cycling the refrigeration cycle) that extremize the
following objective functions: thermal efficiency, cooling
power, power production, and irreversible entropy
production.

It is found that regardless of the objective

function being considered, optimal operating modes are
attained when heat transfer occurs isothermally and when the
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adiabatic branches are traversed instantaneously.

The

optimal cycle is a finite time Carnot refrigeration cycle
(FTCRC) which is the refrigeration cycle analog to the
finite time Carnot engine first studied by curzon and
Ahlborn (2), Salamon (4), Rubin (5), and others (8,9).
The four FTCRC optimizations are performed that
maximize thermal efficiency and cooling power, and minimize
power consumption and irreversible entropy production.
examine the efficiency of these four operating modes,
three dimensional efficiency space is defined.

To
a

Paths within

the efficiency space that correspond to possible
refrigeration cycle modes of operation are referred to as
efficiency trajectories.

Using the standard coefficient of

performance (COP) as an efficiency measure and employing the
extended Kuhn-Tucker optimization conditions (12), a
globally optimum efficiency trajectory is shown to exist
within the efficiency space and that this optimum trajectory
defines the FTCRC operating mode that maximizes efficiency.
In addition, efficiency trajectories representing the latter
three operating modes referred to above are also shown
within the efficiency space.

The location within the

efficiency space of these three additional efficiency
trajectories reflects the decreased efficiency of their
respective operating modes relative to the maximum
efficiency mode of operation.
In addition to being maximally efficient, the maximum
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efficiency mode generates more cooling power at nonzero
efficiency than any of the other optimal modes.

The maximum

cooling power mode generates the greatest cooling power of
the four optimal modes considered but at zero efficiency,
and therefore, the maximum cooling power mode is considered
to be a degenerate operating mode.

It should also be noted

that in the context of the present finite time analysis, the
quasistatic refrigeration cycle operating mode is also
considered to be a degenerate FTCRC mode of operation.

This

last statement stems from the fact that although the
quasistatic operating mode attains the global maximum carnot
efficiency, refrigeration cycles operating in the
quasistatic extreme cycle infinitely slowly and consequently
produce no cooling power.
Expanding the time dependent coefficients of
performance of the nondegenerate operating modes to first
order in cycling frequency, the first order cycling
frequency correction to the quasistatic Carnot COP are
obtained for operating modes that maximize thermal
efficiency, minimize power consumption, and minimize
irreversible entropy production, respectively.

In the

special limiting symmetric case of equal heat transfer
coefficients at the high and low temperatures, the maximum
efficiency and minimum irreversible entropy production
operating modes are equally efficient.

The minimum power

consumption mode is somewhat less efficient than these
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former two modes, and the maximum cooling power mode
operates at zero efficiency.
Finally, simple analytic expressions are obtained for
the coefficients of performance at maximum cooling power
within each of the optimal operating modes.

In the

symmetric heat transfer limit, a general limiting efficiency
obtained through a much less general analysis in Chapter II
is recovered.

It is found that for Newton's law heat

transfer, the FTCRC COP at maximum cooling power within the
maximum efficiency operating mode is given by
(3 .1)

where :r m

=

,f2

+

1 "" 2. 41 is the dimensionless cycle period of

maximum cooling power.
REFRIGERATION CYCLE MODEL
A refrigeration cycle operating at nonzero cycling
frequencies is considered that is in thermal contact with
two isothermal heat reservoirs with the high and low
temperatures TH and TL, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.
Two of the four cycle branches are defined to be reversible
adiabats, and the other two are the high and low temperature
branches along which heat is exchanged with the external
reservoirs.

The combined system consisting of the

refrigeration cycle and the two external reservoirs is
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Th(t)
---+-------+--TH

T
--r-----+--TL

~

(t)

s
Figure 4. Temperature-entropy state space diagram
of a finite time refrigeration cycle. The
temperatures TH and TL are the high and low
temperatures of the heat reservoirs, respectively.
and T1 are the high and low temperatures of the
working fluid during heat transfer, respectively.
The reservoir and working fluid temperatures are
ordered according to T 1 ::; TL < TH ·::; Th.

Th
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isolated from all other systems.
More precisely, the following set of assumptions define
the refrigeration cycle model:

1.

The working fluid undergoes only reversible

transformations throughout operation of the refrigeration
cycle, and consequently, the sum of the entropy changes in
the working fluid over one cycle add to zero, i.e.,

fa
where

'1:

T

dS

=0

I

(

is the cycle period.

3•2)

Rubin (4) was the first to

refer to a cycle for which this assumption holds as
endoreversible.

More physically, endoreversibility means

that the internal relaxation time of the working fluid is
short compared to the time scales of other cycle processes.

2.

Heat fluxes between the working fluid of the

refrigeration cycle and the external reservoirs are assumed
to be governed by Newton's law of cooling which is given by
(3.3)

where TR represents the temperature of the external
reservoirs and can be either TH or TL.

The constant h

represents the heat transfer coefficient, where h
h = a

=

E or

(a, E > 0) along the high and low temperature heat
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transfer branches, respectively.

Tw(t)

represents the

temperature of the working fluid at time

t

and can be

and low temperatures of the working fluid during heat
transfer, respectively.

Since

T 1 ( t) !5: TL

< TH

!5: Th ( t) ,

Q = 0 1 > 0 for heat flux into the working fluid along the
low temperature branch and Q = Qh < 0 for heat flux out of
the working fluid along the high temperature branch.

3.

The heat flux between the working fluid and the

external reservoirs is the only source of irreversibility
within the refrigeration cycle-reservoir system.

Other

sources of irreversible entropy production, such as
friction, hysteresis losses in magnetic systems, and viscous
effects are not considered in this analysis.

4.

Heat transferred over the high and low temperature

branches is constrained to produce the absolute entropy
change in the working fluid given by

AS= it.,
161 dt =Lt.,
o Tw(t)

L1

0

where

tw = th

and

tw = t 1

jh(TR- Tw)
Tw(t)

I dt = cons t . ,

(3 •4)

are the times taken to traverse the

high or low temperature heat transfer branches,
respectively.

In addition, Ash

= -As and

AS1

= As are the
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entropy changes in the working fluid during high and low
temperature heat transfer, and ASh
assumption 1.

+ A.S1

= 0 which satisfies

As will be shown below, using Eq. (3.4)

enables us to obtain analytic expressions for Th and T 1 in
terms of th and t 1 without resorting to a specific equation
of state for the working fluid.

Not having to use a

specific equation of state for the working fluid is key in
attempting to obtain results that exhibit general properties
of a large class of refrigeration cycles.
Finally, the total heat transfer over either the high
or low temperature branches using Eq. (3.3) may be expressed
as
Ow=

where

Q

re., Qdt
. = Jorc., h(TR- Tw)dt,

Jo

( 3. 5)

= Qh < 0 for the heat rejected to the high

temperature reservoir from the working fluid, and

Q = Q1

>0

for the heat absorbed from the low temperature external
reservoir into the working fluid.
OPTIMIZATION OF CYCLE BRANCHES
The temperature of the working fluid as a function of
time that extremizes efficiency, cooling power, power
consumption, and irreversible entropy production is obtained
in this section.

First, it is shown that these four

objective functions are extremized when the magnitude of the
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heat rejected to the high temperature reservoir is minimized
and when the heat absorbed from the low temperature
reservoir is maximized.

It is then shown that both heats

are extremized when heat transfer occurs isothermally and
when the adiabatic branches are traversed instantaneously.
Thus the time path the temperature of the working fluid
follows to extremize efficiency, cooling power, power
consumption, and irreversible entropy production is such
that the working fluid temperature remains isothermal during
heat transfer and changes instantaneously between Th and T 1
along the adiabatic branches.
Objective Functions
The objective functions will now be defined in terms of
Qh,

Q1 ,

and the cycle period

t

=

th + t 1 + tA,

where

tA

is the

time devoted to the adiabatic branches.
The coefficient of performance (COP) is defined in the
usual way (15) as
€

=

(3.6a)

where
(Qh + Ql)~

=

> 0,

( 3. 6b)

( 3. 6c)
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and
( 3. 6d)

< 0.

=

Taking into account that
when both

Qh

and

Q1

(3.6e)

Qh

< 0 and

ax

> 0, e is maximized

are maximized ( i Qh i > 0 is minimized) .

In addition, the derivatives of

~

Q1

€

with respect to the ratio

..1...(.!
- 1)-:2 > 0
x2 x

=

(3.7a)

and
=

~(.!
x3 x

- 1)- (1 - (1 1- X) ) < 0'
2

(3.7b)

where

ax

(3.8a)

aoh
and

ax

-1

aol = oh

( 3. 8b)

> o.

Equations (3.7a) and (3.7b) show that

€

is maximized when X

is maximized, and Eqs. (3.8a) and (3.8b) show that, like e, X
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is maximized for maximum Qh < 0 and Q1 > 0.

Therefore,

maximizing X is equivalent to maximizing e.

This result

will be used to simplify the optimization of

€.

The cooling power generated by the refrigeration cycle
is given by
( 3. 9a)

and
ape
1
aol = 't'

(3.9b)

> o.

Because PC is linear with respect to Ql and aPC/aol is
strictly greater than zero, cooling power is maximized for
maximum Q1 > 0 •
The power consumed per cycle is defined as
(3.10a)

P=

where -Wnec
one cycle.

= - (Qh + Q1 )

> 0 is the work required to complete

The changes in the power consumed per cycle with

respect to changes in Qh < 0 and Q1 > 0 are
aP
=
ao1

-1

aP
=
aoh

-1

't'

< o,

(3.10b)

< D.

(3.10c)

and
't'
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Because P is linear with respect to heat transfer and the
derivatives in (3.10b) and (3.10c) are strictly less than
zero, power consumption is minimized when Qh and Q1 are
maximized.
Irreversible entropy production is given by
(3.11)

where
-1

TL

< o,

(3.12a)

< o.

(3.12b)

and
-1

TH

Because, the derivatives in (3.12a) and (3.12b) are strictly
negative and

~S 1

varies linearly with respect to Qh and

Q1

,

is minimized when both Qh and Q1 are maximized.
Optimizing Heat Transfer
The problem now is to obtain the temperature of the
working fluid as a function of time along the heat transfer
and adiabatic branches that extremizes Qh and Q1 .
Heat Transfer Branches.

To obtain the optimum

temperature of the working fluid, Tw(t), along the heat
transfer branches, the Euler-Lagrange method is used.

The

~S 1
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Lagrangian for this optimization, using Eqs. (3.3) and
( 3. 4) ,

is
(3.13)

where A is a Lagrange multiplier.

The optimal

Tw(t)

obtained from the simplified Euler-Lagrange equation,

Tw( t)

= {AT; = const. = Tw > 0.

(3.14)

The Lagrange multiplier is

A=

(3.15)

and the Legendre condition is given by
(3.16)

The free endpoint conditions (13)

as£

at w It=a

=

as£1 t=t., -o
at
w

are automatically satisfied.

(3.17)

Thus, it follows from Eqs.

(3.14) - (3.17) that the optimal way to transfer heat
between a thermal reservoir at a fixed temperature and an
endoreversible working fluid undergoing an entropy change
~Sw,

in time tw, is isothermally.

In addition, it has been
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shown elsewhere that optimal heat transfer branches should
be made up of only one continuous isotherm (3).

Therefore,

using Eq. (3.4), the isothermal temperature of the working
fluid is given by
( 3. 18)

To complete this variational analysis, it is pointed
out that Salamon et al. (3) have shown that because the
freedom exists to connect the isothermal heat transfer
branches with discontinuous adiabatic transitions, it is of
no concern that the solution to the present Euler-Lagrange
variational problem will, in general, not fall at the
temperatures
Using

Tw(O)

Twin

and

Tw( tw)

at the times

t =

0 and

t = tw.

(3.5), the heat exhausted from the working

fluid of the FTCRC into the high temperature reservoir along
the high temperature heat transfer branch in time

th

and

for the entropy change -as is given by
(3 .19)

and.the heat absorbed by the working fluid from the low
temperature reservoir along the low temperature isotherm in
time E1 and for the entropy change as is
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=

aSTLrf1
(Tf 1 + 1)

(3.20)

The dimensionless variables

-

t

1

= t

1

~
v;
; ,

and

Eh

=

t h .EJi.
as

have been introduced for mathematical convenience.
For the remainder of this paper, a refrigeration cycle
of the type described above that operates at nonzero cycling
times, and in which heat transfer occurs along two
isothermal branches that are connected by two ideal
adiabatic branches will be referred to as a finite time
Carnot refrigeration cycle (FTCRC).
Adiabatic branches.

To complete this portion of the

analysis, the temperature of the working fluid as a function
of time along the adiabatic branches that further optimizes
Q1

and

is obtained.

Qh

This is accomplished by examining

the effect on heat transfer of shifting an amount of cycling
time

a fA

=

a tA.fiJSI as

I

from an adiabatic branch to a heat

transfer branch while maintaining a constant total cycling
time.

The changes in

Qh

and

Q1

with respect to changes in

the time allocated to their respective heat transfer
branches are
(3.2la)
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(3.21b)

(3.22a)

and
(3.22b)

It follows from Eqs. (3.21a), (3.21b), (3.22a), and (3.22b)
that both
limit.

Qh

and

Q1

are further optimized in the

fA =

0

Thus, optimal operation of the FTCRC requires that

the working fluid temperature switch instantaneously between Th
and T1 along the adiabatic cycle branches.

Although, it

must be added that physically some nonzero amount of time
must be spent along the adiabatic branches.

Therefore,

spending zero or negligible time along the adiabats is
interpreted to mean that the time scale for traversing the
adiabats is small compared to the time scale for heat
transfer along the isotherms but is large compared to the
time scale of the internal relaxations of the working fluid.
Thus, the time path the temperature of the working
fluid follows to optimize heat transfer and extremize
efficiency, cooling power, power consumption, and
irreversible entropy production of the FTCRC is such that
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the working fluid temperature remains isothermal during heat
transfer and switches instantaneously, in the sense
described above, between Th and T 1 along the two adiabatic
branches.
OPTIMAL FTCRC OPERATING MODES
The optimal FTCRC operating modes that extremize
efficiency, cooling power, power consumption, and
irreversible entropy production are obtained.

The extended

Kuhn-Tucker optimization procedures are used (12), and the
relative distribution of cycling time devoted to heat
transfer along the high and low temperature heat transfer
isotherms is optimized.

In addition, using the solutions to

the Kuhn-Tucker optimizations, the following two
efficiencies are obtained within each of the four optimal
FTCRC operating modes: 1) the first order correction to the
quasistatic carnot COP for nonzero cycling times and 2) the
coefficients of performance at maximum cooling power.
Since the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) optimization conditions are
not commonly used in physics, it is worth outlining them
here.
If in the problem:
Maximize:
subject to:

f(X)

(3.23)

I

gJ (X)

~

hk(X)

= 01

01

j

= 11

..

21

k= 1, 21

.

I

m, (3.24a)

I

1,

(3.24b)
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f

is suitably concave (convex for a minimum), and gj and hk

are convex for j

=

1

I

2

I

•••

I

m, and k

=

respectively, and there exist x• and 1J. •

1 2
I

= ( IJ.~ I

I

•

!J.;

'

I

1

I

'

'

I

"":n>

I

which satisfy
v~

= V(f<x·>>-

g(x•>

~

= o,

(3.25)

o,

IJ.jgj(x•>
IJ.j

~IJ.jgj<x·>- ~l~k(x•>)

=

(3.26)

j = l1 21 • • •

ol

1

j = 11 21 • • •

<! 01

I

m

(3.27)

m

(3.28)

and

k

= 11 21

• • • 1

1

(3.29)

then f(X) has a global maximum (minimum) at x•, where the 1J.
and l are equivalent to Lagrange multipliers.
In the present optimization, f(X) may represent
e (f 1

1

fh),

Pc(

t1

1

fh) ,

P(

t1

1

fh) ,

or

!lSI(

f1

1

fh) ,

where

these objective functions have been defined above.

Proving

that e and

!lSI

Pc

are concave functions and that

convex is complicated.

P

and

are

The mathematical details of these

latter proofs are given in Appendix A.
The constraints defining the feasible region for
optimal FTCRC operating modes are
(3.30a)
(3.30b)
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and
(3.30c)
Constraint g 1 assures that the time spent along the low
temperature heat transfer branch is positive and nonzero.
Constraint g 2 is necessary in order to keep

Qh

< 0.

Constraint h requires that the sum of the times devoted to
heat transfer is the total cycle time.

Because the set of

solutions to a system of linear equalities or inequalities
is a convex set (14), solutions satisfying Eqs. (3.30a) (3.30c) constitute convex sets which satisfy the extended
Kuhn-Tucker convexity conditions.

Therefore, because P and

dS 1 are suitably convex, e and Pc are suitably concave, and

the constraint set is suitably convex, each of the following
optimizations yield global optima.
Optimizing the four objective functions with respect to
the dimensionless branch times Eh and f

1

is equivalent to

optimizing with respect to th and t 1 , and it is
straightforward to reexpress optimal results in terms of the
natural branch times th and t 1 •
Maximum Efficiency
Using Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20), the COP of Eq. (3.6) is
given by
(cont.)
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(3.31)

where 8

= TH/TL is the environmental temperature ratio.

Using e(t1 , th), a three dimensional efficiency space is

r

defined which consists of surfaces of constant 8 and
shown in Figure 5.

as

Efficiency space surfaces are composed

of contours of constant cycling time which vary continuously
with the ratio Eh!E1 and are obtained by plotting the

oo within the feasible region, where l

quasistatic Carnot COP.

1

=

1/t1 , fh

=

1/th,

Paths within the efficiency space

describing possible refrigeration cycle operating modes are
referred to as efficiency trajectories, and an efficiency
space as defined above contains efficiency trajectories for
all possible operating modes of the FTCRC considered in this
analysis.

Note that the efficiency trajectory identifying

the maximum Carnot efficiency zero cooling power quasistatic
operating mode is the degenerate trajectory given by the
point (0, 0, 1) and is obtained in the limit of l

1

=

lh

=

0.

This quasistatic operating mode corresponds to the first of
two FTCRC degenerate operating modes.

The second degenerate

operating mode is the maximum cooling power mode which
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Figure 5. Three dimensional efficiency space. An
efficiency space surface composed of contours of
constant cycling time for an FTCRC with r = 1 and
8=3. The reduced COP TJ(lh, [ 1 ) = e(lh, [ 1 )/€ 0 is
plotted vs the inverse times lh = 1/ th and
[ 1 = 1/ t 1 spent along the low and high temperature
heat transfer branches, respectively. Efficiency
trajectories are shown for the following four
optimized cycling configurations: a), minimum
power consumption; b), minimum irreversible
entropy production; c), maximum reduced
coefficient of performance. The global maximum
Carnot efficiency zero cooling power quasistatic
operating mode is identified by the degenerate
trajectory given by the point (0.0, o.o, 1.0).
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produces the global maximum cooling power but at zero
efficiency.
To obtain the global maximum efficiency trajectory
within the three dimensional efficiency space X(t 1 ,th) is
maximized because it has been shown that maximizing

appendix A, it is shown that X(t 1,th) is suitably concave
over the feasible region.) To maximize X(t 1,th), a modified
KT-Lagrangian is formed and is given by

(3.32)

Solving the system of equations VS£
and

A_• =

=

0 and taking

1.1.~ = 1.1.; =

-1, the following is obtained:
(3.33)

Therefore, using :C

= Eh

+

E1 , the maximum efficiency

operating mode is attained when
~=

-~ + (I'~ cr~ + 1 -

cr2 -

r2) )1/2

(3.34a)

1>

and

E*
h

=

~r2

- (I'~ cr~ + 1 - r 2>) 2
cr2 - 1 >
1

;

(3.34b)

0
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which will be real for ;; > (r2

-

1)

;r.

Using

~1

and

~

with

the COP given in Eq. (3.31) defines the global maximum
efficiency trajectory shown in Figure 5.

Also shown in

Figure 5 are the efficiency trajectories corresponding to
the optimal FTCRC modes that extremize cooling power, power
consumption, and irreversible entropy production, where
these latter two optimizations have been carried out below.
The efficiency trajectories of all four optimal cycling
modes converge to the quasistatic Carnot maximum of

(I 1, :lh,

= (0, 0, 1) in the infinite cycling time

T))

quasistatic limit.
Combining (3.31), (3.34a), and (3.34b), the frequency
dependent COP for the maximum efficiency operating mode is
given by
(3.35a)

where
~ =

r

2

-

.tr <r2

-

1) •

(3.35b)

Expanding Eqs. (3. 35) about :l = 0, the following expression
for the first order cycling frequency correction to the
quasistatic Carnot COP is obtained:
(3.36)
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where the superscript notation in Eq. (3.36) is introduced
to distinguish the coefficients of performance of different
optimal FTCRC operating modes.
In Figure 6, e (:f) and eiel are shown as functions of
cycling frequency for

r

==

1 and 6

==

3. 0.

Also shown are the

frequency dependent coefficients of performance and their
respective first order expansions for the minimum power
consumption and irreversible entropy production operating
modes which have been obtained below.
first order in :l and for

r

==

It is found that to

1 that the maximum efficiency

and minimum irreversible entropy modes are equally efficient
and that minimum power consumption mode operates somewhat
less efficiently than these latter two modes.

In addition,

the efficiencies of these three distinct operating modes
reduce monotonically to zero with increasing cycling
frequency and converge to the quasistatic global Carnot
maximum in the :l

==

0 limit.

Further, the coefficients of

performance shown in Figure 6 approach zero efficiency at
different operating frequencies due to the different way
each optimal mode requires cycling time to be distributed to
the heat transfer branches.

The efficiencies of the minimum

power consumption and irreversible entropy production modes
approach zero as

Q1 -

0 and the maximum efficiency mode

approaches zero as
To obtain the COP at maximum cooling power, for the
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Figure 6. Reduced coefficients of performance,
~, vs reduced cycling frequency, l, for four
optimal operating modes. curves a, b, and c
represent the COP of the maximum efficiency,
minimum power consumption, and minimum
irreversible entropy production modes,
respectively (6 = 3 and r = 1). curve d
represents the first order expansion of the COP in
terms of l for both the maximum efficiency and
minimum irreversible entropy production modes, and
curve e represents the first order expansion of
the COP for the minimum power consumption
operating mode.
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maximum efficiency operating mode only, the problem is
simplified to the special symmetric case of
a

=

E

r

=

1 (i.e.,

h) because obtaining an analytic expression for the

=

cycling period of maximum cooling power for arbitrary values
of

r appears to be algebraically intractable.
The cooling power of an FTCRC operating in the maximum

efficiency mode with

r

= 1

and using (3.9a), (3.20), and

(3.34a) is given by
p

hTL ('t - 1)

c

= ~~~~~
lf(-t + 1)

(3.37)

Maximum cooling power is attained when
(3.38)
Thus, under the special symmetric limiting condition of
equal heat transfer coefficients, the following simple form
for the COP at maximum cooling power which has been obtained
elsewhere (12) in a less mathematically general derivation:
(3.39)

The maximum cooling power within the maximum efficiency
operating mode is given by
(3.40)
Maximum Cooling Power
Cooling power is defined in Eq. (3.9a).
constraints given by g 1 , g2

,

Using the

and h, the Lagrangian for
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maximizing cooling power is

(3.41)
The Lagrange multipliers are

1.1.~ =

0 and A. •

as before,

= -1

but in order to satisfy constraint g 2 and obtain a solution
within the feasible region, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
require that 1.1.;
maximizing
Using ll;
~

€,

= 1.

Eh

=

-t

If 1.1.;
=

= 0 as in the previous case of

0 is obtained which violates g 2

•

= 1,
= r,

(3.42)

and
(3.43)
Using (3.42) and (3.43), it is found that the COP within the
maximum cooling power operating mode is given by
(3.44)
The efficiency is zero because infinite work input is
required to operate the FTCRC in the maximum cooling power
mode.

This last statement is true because as Eh

and I Qh I -

co,

and consequently,

-Wnec

= I Qh

+

01

1

-

-

oo

r,

TH -

and

00
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For the moment, the fact that the maximum cooling power
mode operates at zero efficiency is disregarded in order to
establish an upper bound on the cooling power of the FTCRC.
Using Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43), the cooling power within the
maximum cooling power operating mode is given by

,fiilSTLrc:r. -

Pc =

<r cT. - r)

r)
+ 1)

T. •

(3.45)

The cycle period at maximum cooling power is
(3.46)
and consequently, the global maximum cooling power is given
by
(3.47)

Producing cooling power according to (3.47) does
establish a global upper bound on cooling power for the
FTCRC.

Though, taking back into account that operation in

this maximum cooling power mode is attained only in the
limit of zero efficiency, this maximum cooling power mode is
referred to as the second degenerate FTCRC operating mode.
The zero cooling power quasistatic mode was the first
degenerate FTCRC operating mode.
Minimum Power Consumption
The Lagrangian used to minimize power consumption,
using Eq. (3.10a), is given by
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(3.48)
Solving ag_;af 1 = a$£/afh = 0 and choosing

ll~

= IJ.; = 0 and

}. • = -1, the following is obtained:
(3.49)
Using

~

= fh

+

f 1 , minimum power consumption occurs when
(3.50)

and
(3. 51)

Equations (3.31), (3.49) and (3.50) define the efficiency
trajectory of the minimum power operating mode shown in
Figure 5.
The frequency dependent COP is given by
e(f)

= ( 6(r/Ef

<r- f(r2 - 1)) - 1
)
r<l - f<r + v'ff")) (1 - [(r2 -1))
+

f(r

+Iff)

-1

(3.52)

and using (3.52), the first order frequency correction to
the quasistatic Carnot COP for minimum power consumption is
given by
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... e ( 1

'\

_ .fif <1 + r v'6"> <r
r<B-1>

+

.flf> l ) .

(3.53)

The cycle period at maximum cooling power is
i' m =

r

+

.flf

~(r(r

+

+ y'{f)

(1

+

r.jff) )1 / 2 ,

(3.54)

and maximum cooling power within this operating mode is
given by
(3.55a)

where
A=

rcr

+

v'6"> c1

+

rv'{f>

(3.55b)

and
B

= c1 + rv'{f>
r cr + .flf>

(3.55c)

Finally, the COP at maximum cooling power while maintaining
minimum power consumption is
(3.56)

Minimum Irreversible Entropy
The irreversible entropy production per cycle is given
in Eq. (3.1la).

The Lagrangian for this optimization is

given by
(cant.)
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(3.57)
Solving a'cf.;aEl
,,,. = -1

=

a'cf.;aEh

=

0 and setting

j.L~ = j.L; =

0 with

I

(3.58)
Therefore, minimum irreversible entropy production occurs
when
I

(3.59a)

+1.

(3.59b)

- 1

and
~=

<r

t
+ 1>

The frequency dependent COP is given by

e<fJ = ( 6(1

+fer+

1} >

cr-

2- 1> >

.l(I'

rc1- :l(r + 1)) (1- [(r

2

-

1>>

_

1

)-l

(3.60)

Equations (3.59a) and (3.59b) taken with (3.31) define the
minimum irreversible entropy efficiency trajectory shown in
Figure 5.
minimum

To first order in frequency, the COP within the

~SI

mode is given by
( 3. 61}

Examining the cooling power within the minimum

~Sr

mode, the period at maximum cooling power is given by
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!t m

= 2 (r

(3.63)

+ 1) ,

and therefore, the maximum cooling power is given by
pc =

(3.64)

Finally, the COP at maximum cooling power corresponding
to minimum irreversible entropy production is given by
= (

36 (r

+ 1> _ 1

r(3-r)

)-l ·

( 3. 65)

Two graphical comparisons of the four optimal FTCRC
operating modes are made below.
of TJ ( :l)

First, in Figure 7, curves

= e (:l) I e are shown as functions of the reduced
0

cooling power Pc (:l)

= P cl (TL.[iilS} for the maximum efficiency,

minimum irreversible entropy production, and minimum power
consumption operating modes.

It is evident from examining

these curves that achieving maximum cooling power requires a
significant reduction in cycling efficiency.

In the maximum

efficiency operating mode, for example, achieving the last
25% increase towards maximum cooling power results in
roughly a 50% decrease in cycling efficiency.

It is also

seen that among the four operating modes considered in this
chapter that the maximum efficiency cycling mode not only
achieves the highest COP at a given cycling frequency, but
also produces the greatest cooling power for a given nonzero
efficiency.

The degenerate maximum cooling power mode does
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Figure 7. Reduced coefficient of performance, ~,
vs reduced cooling power, Fe, for three optimal
refrigeration cycling modes. Curves a, b, and c
represent the minimum power consumption, minimum
irreversible entropy production, and maximum
efficiency FTCRC operating modes, respectively,
for e = 3 and r = 1.
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generate more cooling power than the maximum efficiency
mode, as shown in Figure 6, but at the thermodynamic expense
of operating at the zero efficiency limit and therefore, is
physically uninteresting. In the zero cooling power limit,
all FTCRC operating modes converge to the quasistatic Carnot
mode represented in Figure 7 by the point
( T)

I

p C)

= ( 1. 0 1

0 •0 )

o

Secondly, the four optimal cycling modes are compared
in Figure 8 within a three dimensional surface plot defined
by the reduced cycling frequency
efficiency

ry.

l, cooling power Pc, and

This three dimensional surface is composed of

contours of constant cycling frequency in the same way as
the efficiency space discussed earlier.
(r,

Pc,

T))

Point A, where

= (0.0, o.o, 1.0), corresponds to the degenerate

zero cooling power quasistatic operating mode, and
(r,

Pc,

T))

= (1.0, o.o, 0.0) corresponds to the infinite

power consumption mode at zero efficiency and cooling power.
The trajectories along which the points B, c, D, and E lie
represent the minimum power consumption, minimum
irreversible entropy production, maximum efficiency, and
maximum cooling power operating modes, respectively, where
the labeled points indicate operation at maximum cooling
power.

In addition, it is clear from Figure 8 that FTCRC

operating modes exist that have not been discussed in this
chapter.

For example, an operating mode corresponding to a
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(0.0,

o.o.

1.0)

PC

(0.0, 0.25, 0.0)

Figure a. Three dimensional surface of reduced
cycling frequency, f, cooling power, Fe, and
coefficient of performance, ~· The surface plot
is composed of contours of constant cycling time,
and 8 = 3 and r = 1. Point A indicates the zero
cooling power maximum Carnot efficiency
quasistatic operating mode. Points B, c, D, and E
are the coefficients of performance at maximum
cooling power within the minimum power
consumption, minimum irreversible entropy
production, maximum efficiency, and maximum
cooling power operating modes, respectively.
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trajectory in Figure 8 falling between points D and E
generates more cooling power than the maximum efficiency
mode but less cooling power than the maximum cooling power
mode.

These additional FTCRC operating modes could be

obtained by appropriately optimizing the FTCRC to fulfill a
refrigeration performance objective other than one of the
four objectives discussed in this chapter.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The problem of obtaining optimal operating modes and
these modes respective efficiencies for a simple finite time
refrigeration cycle (FTRC) model has been examined.

In

contrast to the traditional quasistatic Carnot refrigeration
cycle, FTRC's operate irreversibly over a continuous range
of cycling times and produce finite cooling power.
Specifically, the FTCRC model has been optimized to
obtain the four distinct operating modes that maximize
thermal efficiency and cooling power, and minimize power
consumption and irreversible entropy production.

It is

found that regardless of the optimization objective, that
for the three nondegenerate optimum cycling configurations,
the FTCRC should always devote more cycle time to absorbing
heat from the low temperature thermal reservoir than to
exhausting heat to the high temperature reservoir.

This

latter strategy for heat exchange may be useful when
considering a time dependent mechanisms which drives a
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refrigerant through an irreversible refrigeration process.
Examples of these mechanisms are the motion of a piston in a
reciprocating refrigeration cycle and the manner in which
magnetic material is cycled through an external magnetic
field in a magnetic refrigeration cycle.

In addition, it

has been shown that for all four objective functions
considered here that optimal operating modes are attained
when heat transfer occurs isothermally and when the
adiabatic branches are traversed instantaneously.

Thus, the

optimal cycle is a finite time Carnot refrigeration cycle
(FTCRC) which is the refrigeration cycle analog to the
finite time Carnot engine studied by Ahlborn (2), Salamon
(4), Rubin (5), and others (8,9).
Refrigeration cycle efficiency is conveniently
represented within a three dimensional efficiency space.
Surfaces within the efficiency space are defined in terms of
the reduced FTCRC efficiency and two optimal control
variables which in the present case are E1 and Eh the
dimensionless times devoted to low and high temperature heat
transfer, respectively.

Perhaps the most useful aspect of

constructing these three dimensional surfaces is the global
insight one is able to gain into the efficiency properties
of an FTCRC.

By examining efficiency space surfaces,

differences between the four FTCRC optimal operating modes
that are not otherwise obvious through studying mathematical
equations become visually apparent.

For example, one can
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gain instant insight into the relative cycling efficiency
properties of the maximum efficiency and cooling power, and
minimum power consumption and minimum irreversible entropy
production modes by the location within the efficiency space
of these mode's efficiency trajectories.
Simple analytic expressions have been obtained for the
following two efficiencies in each of the four optimum
cycling modes: 1) the first order correction in cycling
frequency to the quasistatic carnot COP for nonzero cycling
times and 2) the coefficients of performance at maximum
cooling power.

These latter coefficients of performance may

be more useful than the quasistatic carnot coefficient of
performance as estimates of the bound on thermal efficiency
for certain refrigeration cycles that maximize efficiency
while producing cooling power.
Considering further the efficiency and cooling power
properties of the four optimal modes that are obtained in
this chapter, the maxima in cooling power and the
efficiencies evaluated at these cooling power maxima are
ordered according to the following:
( 3. 66)

and
(Pel

0 =€m

{

€(e)

m

(

(11Srl

€m

(

€(PI

m

<€o,

(3.67)

where the superscripts in Eq. (3.67), for example, indicate
the maximum cooling power, maximum efficiency, minimum
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irreversible entropy production, and minimum power
consumption operating modes, respectively.
and

€

0

The symbols

P;

represent the cooling power and efficiency of the

degenerate quasistatic operating mode.
Of most interest to the present work on obtaining new
bounds on thermal efficiency of refrigeration cycles are the
efficiencies at maximum cooling power comprising Eq. (3.67).
Relative to the global maximum quasistatic Carnot
efficiency, the efficiencies in (3.67) constitute a set of
successively lowered bounds on the thermal efficiency of
certain Carnot like refrigeration cycles operating at
maximum cooling power.

Taking into account that the

degenerate maximum cooling power mode operates uselessly at
zero efficiency, e~l of the maximum efficiency mode
constitutes a least upper bound on the efficiency of certain
Carnot like refrigeration cycles operating at maximum
efficiency and cooling power.

In addition, in the special

limiting case of equal heat transfer coefficients at the
high and low temperatures, e~l reduces to em a general
limiting efficiency at maximum cooling power obtained in
Chapter II through a much less general analysis.
As a final note, these new bounds on thermal
efficiency must be applied with caution.

Even though these

bounding efficiencies retain much of the inherent simplicity
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which made the quasistatic Carnot COP so generally useful,
to attempt to extend these results beyond carefully examined
cases becomes a difficult thing to do.

Clearly, as seen in

Figures 7 and 8, the finite time coefficients of performance
at maximum cooling power are not fundamental bounds on
thermal efficiency in the same sense as the carnot COP.

It

is a simple matter to exceed the efficiencies at maximum
cooling power and to operate an FTCRC at an efficiency
arbitrarily close to the quasistatic Carnot maximum.
Therefore, it is important to stress that the new bounds on
thermal efficiency obtained above may apply only to
refrigeration cycles operating at maximum cooling power and
in one of the four optimized refrigeration cycling modes
discussed in this chapter.

CHAPTER IV
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY OF A FINITE TIME
REFRIGERATION CYCLE WITH
NON-IDEAL HEAT SWITCHES
INTRODUCTION
The problem of non-ideal heat switches linking the
working fluid of a finite time refrigeration cycle to the
external thermal reservoirs is next examined.

A significant

source of irreversibility in the form of heat leaks may
exist due to the non-ideal switching (14, 15).

If a

refrigeration cycle is Carnot like, when traversing the low
temperature isothermal branch heat is absorbed in the usual
way from the low temperature reservoir into the working
fluid, but due to non-ideal thermal switching, heat will
also leak into the working fluid from the high temperature
reservoir.

Heat will leak back into the low temperature

reservoir while operating the refrigeration cycle along the
high temperature isothermal branch.

It is important,

therefore, to understand the effects of non-ideal switching
on cycle efficiency.
An extended finite time refrigeration cycle model
incorporating non-ideal heat switches is used to study this
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problem.

The basis of the refrigeration cycle model is

still the idealized endoreversible cycle (5) with Newton's
law heat fluxes coupling two external isothermal reservoirs
to the working fluid.

The refrigeration cycle operates

cyclicly over two ideal reversible adiabatic branches over
which no heat leaks occur and two initially arbitrary heat
transfer branches.

Euler-Lagrange variational methods are

used to show that optimum heat transfer occurs isothermally
even with non-ideal heat switches, and therefore, the cycle
considered here is a finite time carnot refrigeration cycle
(FTCRC).
To examine the efficiency of the FTCRC with non-ideal
heat switches, a three dimensional efficiency space is
defined.

Paths within the efficiency space that correspond

to possible refrigeration cycle modes of operation are
referred to as efficiency trajectories.

The standard

coefficient of performance (COP) is used as an efficiency
measure and because the current problem is sufficiently more
complicated mathematically than those discussed in Chapters
II and III, numerical optimization methods are used to show
that there exists a globally optimum efficiency trajectory
within the efficiency space.

This optimum trajectory

defines the FTCRC operating mode that maximizes efficiency.
The performance of finite time Carnot refrigeration
cycles with ideal and non-ideal heat switches are compared.
Relative to an FTCRC with ideal switches, non-ideal heat
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switches significantly alter the efficiency and cooling
power characteristics of finite time Carnot refrigeration
cycles.

Most notably, an FTCRC with non-ideal switches has

certain operating regimes in which cooling power and
efficiency are negative.

In addition, it is found that

there exist two distinct optimum cycling conditions for a
cycle with non-ideal heat switches: 1) operation at the
global maximum in efficiency, and 2) operation at the
frequency of maximum cooling power.

The COP evaluated at

maximum cooling power and global maximum COP may provide
improved bounds on the efficiency of real irreversible
refrigeration cycles with non-ideal heat switches that
maximize efficiency while producing cooling power.
REFRIGERATION CYCLE MODEL
The performance of a refrigeration cycle operating at
nonzero cycling frequencies that is in thermal contact with
two isothermal heat reservoirs through non-ideal heat
switches is examined.

This latter refrigeration cycle with

non-ideal heat switches is shown in Figures 9 and 10 (Figure
10 is adapted from Hakuraku (14)).

Two of the four cycle

branches are defined to be reversible adiabats, and the
other two are the high and low temperature branches along
which heat is exchanged with the external reservoirs and
whose temperatures are initially arbitrary functions of
time.

Since the heat switches connecting the working fluid
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r------------

Th(t)

--+-----+-TH

T
--+-----+-TL

------------ ~ (t)

s
Figure 9. Temperature-entropy state space diagram
of a finite time refrigeration cycle with nonideal heat switches. The temperatures TH and TL
are the high and low temperatures of the heat
reservoirs, respectively. Th and T 1 are the high
and low temperatures of the working fluid during
heat transfer, respectively.
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Figure 10. Schematic of a finite time
refrigeration cycle with non-ideal heat switches.
In frame A heat QM is exhausted from the working
fluid at temperature Th into the heat reservoir
at T8 • Simultaneously, heat QhL is leaked into
the low temperature reservoir at TL. Frame B
shows that zero heat is transferred along both
ideal adiabatic branches. In frame c heat QL1 is
absorbed from the low temperature reservoir at TL
into the working fluid at temperature T1 • At the
same time Q~ is leaked into the working fluid
from the high temperature reservoir at T8 •
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to the external heat reservoirs do not function ideally, a
source of irreversibility in the form of heat leaks exists.
When traversing the low temperature heat transfer branch,
heat is absorbed from the low temperature thermal reservoir
into the working fluid, but due to non-ideal thermal
switching, heat will also leak into the working fluid from
the high temperature thermal reservoir.

In a similar way,

heat will leak back into the low temperature reservoir while
operating the refrigeration cycle along the high temperature
heat transfer branch.

The combined system consisting of the

refrigeration cycle and the two external thermal reservoirs
is isolated from all other systems.
The following set of assumptions define the finite time
endoreversible refrigeration cycle with non-ideal heat
switches:

1.

The working fluid undergoes only reversible

transformations throughout operation of the refrigeration
cycle.

The sum of the entropy changes in the working fluid

over one cycle add to zero, i.e.,

fds
2.

= o.

( 4 .1)

Heat fluxes between the working fluid of the

refrigeration cycle and external reservoirs are assumed to
be governed by Newton's law of cooling which is given by
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( 4. 2)

where TR represents the high and low temperature of the
external thermal reservoirs and can be either
respectively.

or

TH

TL,

The constant h represents the heat transfer

coefficient, where h

= f5

or h

= £X (

a, f5 > 0 ) along the high

and low temperature heat transfer branches, respectively.
Also, Tw(t) represents the temperature of the working fluid
at time t and can be either

Th ( t)

or

T1 ( t) ,

where

Th ( t)

and

T1 (t) are the high and low temperatures of the working
fluid during heat transfer, respectively.

Because T1 (t)

may be less than, equal to, or greater than

TL,

Q

= QL1 <=> 0

for heat flux from the external thermal reservoir at the
temperature

TL

low temperature

into the working fluid at
branch.

T 1 (t)

along the

Because Th(t) may be greater

than, equal to, or less than

TH,

Q = QhH <=> 0 for heat flux

from the working fluid at the temperature Th(t)
high temperature thermal reservoir at

TH

into the

along the high

branch.

3.

Heat flux through non-ideal thermal switches between

the working fluid of the refrigeration cycle and external
reservoirs are assumed to be governed by Newton's law

·--
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of cooling and are given by
(4.3)

where

Tk

represents the temperature of the external

reservoirs contributing to the heat leak and can be either
Tn or TL.

The constant k represents the heat transfer

coefficient governing the heat leak, where k = kh or k = k 1

(kh, k 1 > 0) along the high and low temperature heat
transfer branches, respectively.

Also, Tw(t) represents

the temperature of the working fluid at time t and can be
either Th ( t) or T1 ( t) which are the high and low
temperatures of the working fluid while heat leaks through
the thermal switches, respectively. Because T1 (t) < Tn,

Ql = Om > 0 for heat leak from the high temperature thermal
reservoir into the working fluid at temperature T1 (t) while
the refrigeration cycle works to extract heat from the low
temperature reservoir.

Similarly, because TL < Th ( t)

,

Ql = QhL < 0 for heat leak from the working fluid at the
temperature Th(t) into the low temperature thermal
reservoir at TL while the refrigeration cycle traverses the
high temperature branch.
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4.

The combined heat transferred over the high and low

temperature branches due to imperfect thermal switching and
normal heat transfer is constrained to produce a constant
entropy change in the working fluid which is given by
llS =

where t""

+ Q'J
Tw(t)

rtw{JO

Jo

~

= th

and

)dt =canst.,

tw = t 1

(4.4)

are the times taken to traverse the

high and low temperature heat transfer branches,
respectively.

In addition, -lls = llsh and llS = llS1 are the

entropy changes in the working fluid during high and low
temperature heat transfer, respectively. The entropy change
over a refrigeration cycle is llSh
assumption 1.

+

1181

= 0 which satisfies

As will be shown below, using Eq. (4.4) makes

it possible to obtain analytic expressions for
and T1 (t) in terms of

th

Th(t)

and t 1 without resorting to a

specific equation of state for the working fluid.
Finally, the total heat absorbed and rejected by the
working fluid along either the high or low temperature
branches, taking into account the heat leak and using Eqs.
(4.2) and (4.3), is given by
( 4. 5)

where
( 4. 6)
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and
(4.7)

Heat transfer from the working fluid at the temperature Th
is given by

Q

= Qh = QhH

+ QhL,

and heat transfer from the

working fluid at the temperature T1 is given by
Q = Q 1 = Q 1L + QH1 •

Equations (4.5) - (4.7) will be used

below to obtained the optimum working fluid temperature
as a function of time that maximizes efficiency.
Throughout this chapter, the convention will be used
that lower case subscripts represent the working fluid and
upper case subscripts refer to the external reservoirs.
OPTIMIZATION OF CYCLE BRANCHES
The temperature of the working fluid as a function of
time throughout cycle operation that will maximize the
efficiency is obtained.

First, the efficiency is shown to

be maximized when the magnitude of the heat rejected to the
high temperature reservoir is minimized and when the heat
absorbed from the low temperature reservoir is maximized.
Both heats are extremized when heat transfer occurs
isothermally.

The adiabatic branches are assumed to be

traversed in a time proportional to the times allotted to
the heat transfer branches.

The time path the temperature

of the working fluid follows to maximize the efficiency of
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an FTCRC with non-ideal heat switches is such that the
working fluid temperature remains isothermal during heat
transfer and changes between Th and T 1 along the adiabatic
branches.
Objective Function
The efficiency can be expressed in terms of

high temperature thermal reservoir,

low temperature thermal reservoir, and
cycle period, where

tA

't

=

th + t 1 + tA

the

is the time devoted to the adiabatic

branches.
The coefficient of performance (COP) is defined (15) as
QL(th, tl)
-Wnet ( th,

t 1) '

( 4. 8)

(4.9)

The changes in efficiency due to changes in

QH(th,t 1 )

and

respectively, are given by the following:

QL(th,t 1 ) ,

2

0€
OQH

=

1 ( ( QH)
)QL - QL + 1

) 0t

( 4. lOa)
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__

-2 ( (

QH)

oi - oL -

1

)-:3

(4.10b)

< o,

(4.11a)

and

< o.

From examining Eqs. (4.10a)

1

(4.10b)

1

( 4 .llb)

(4.11a), and (4.11b),

it is seen that efficiency is maximized when the magnitude
of the heat exhausted to the high temperature reservoir is
minimized and the heat absorbed from the low temperature
reservoir is maximized.
Optimizing Heat Transfer
The problem now is to obtain the temperature of the
working fluid as a function of time along heat transfer and
adiabatic cycle branches that extremizes both QH(th,t 1) and

Heat Transfer Branches.

It is shown in Appendix B that

transferred into and out of the working fluid, is equivalent
to and mathematically much less complicated than optimizing
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absorbed from the external thermal reservoirs, respectively.
Therefore, for convenience and mathematical clarity,

temperature of the working fluid during high and low
temperature heat transfer, respectively.
Using the classical Euler-Lagrange method and Eqs.
(4.4) and (4.5), the Lagrangian for the present optimization
is given by
( 4.12)

and
( 4.13)

where l is a Lagrange multiplier.

The optimal

Tw(t)

obtained from the simplified Euler-Lagrange equation
a'i.J./aTw( t) =

0, is

l(hTR

+

kTk)

(h + k)

const. > o.

(4.14)

The Lagrange multiplier is
, =

"'

T! (h + k)

(hTR

+

kTk)

> 0,

( 4 .15)
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and from the Legendre condition,
( 4. 16)

The free endpoint conditions (23)
~

(4.17)

at w lt=o =
are automatically satisfied.

It follows from Eqs. (4.14) -

(4.17) that the optimal way to minimize heat leak through
thermal switches and transfer heat between a thermal
reservoir at a fixed temperature and an endoreversible
working fluid undergoing an entropy change

asw, in time tw, is isothermally.

In addition, as with

the FTCRC of Chapter III, optimal heat transfer branches
should be made up of only one continuous isotherm {3).
Therefore, using Eq. (4.4), the temperature of the working
fluid is given by
(4.18)

. Finally, as is Chapter III, because the freedom exists
to connect the isothermal heat transfer branches with
discontinuous adiabatic transitions, it is not a concern
that the solution to the present Euler-Lagrange problem
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will, in general, not fall at the temperatures
Tw(tw>

at the times

t =

0 and

t = tw,

Tw(O)

and

respectively.

Using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.18), heat transfer while
traversing the high and low temperature isotherms,
respectively, not due to heat leak, is given by
( 4.19)

and
=

-~STHtrff:- £hl(h(1- 1/6))
r(th(1 + £h> -

where

asw

= ~S1

Ij

= -~sh = ~S has been used.

(4.20)

In addition, the

following dimensionless variables have been introduced:

r=~~,

1(1

=

J(h

=

kl

a'
kh

if'

(4.21)

(4.24)

(4.25)
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and

a=

(4.26)

The heat leak coefficients Kh and

£1

in (4.24) and (4.25)

determine how normal heat transfer is affected due to the
presence of the non-ideal thermal switches.

When numerical

results are required, the cycle parameters £ 1

Kh = 0. 01,

r

= 1. 0, and

a = 3. 0

are used.

=

0. 05,

These values for

the heat-leak coefficients are representative of the
relative heat transfer rates for condensation and boiling vs
conductive heat transfer in a refrigeration cycle (14).
Setting Kh

=

K1 = 0 in Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), Eqs. (3.19)

and (3.20) for heat transfer through ideal thermal switches
are recovered.
Heat transfer due to heat leak through the non-ideal
thermal switches is given by
(4.27)

and
=

r£ 1 (a £ 1 ) + 1)

flSTLr£ 1 f!(6 +

(rf 1 (1

+

1))

(4.28)

Heat leak given by (4.27} and (4.28} reduces to zero in the
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limit of

J(h

= K1

=

0 for ideal heat switch operation.

Adiabatic Branches.

The standard assumption is made

for this class of finite time cycles that time spent along
the two adiabatic branches is on a time scale consistent
with minimizing heat leaks, and is negligible compared to
the time taken to traverse the two heat transfer branches
(3,5,17).

It is also assumed that time spent along the two

adiabats is proportional to the time spent along the heat
transfer branches.

Therefore, t A

= k A( t h +

the time spent along the adiabats and
proportionality constant.
-r.l = th + t 1 + tA
kj,

i.

= kA

+

1•

kA

t 1 ) , where t A is

is a

The total cycling time

then becomes i.~ =

kj, ( th + t 1 ) ,

where

A rescaled cycle period is defined as

= (t~/ kj,) = t h

+ t 1•

This approach has been used in studies

of finite time heat engines (2,3,5,17,18).
Since some nonzero time must be spent along the
adiabatic branches, the idea of spending negligible time
along the adiabats is interpreted to mean that the time
scale for traversing the adiabats is small compared to the
time scale for heat transfer along the isotherms but is
large compared to the time scale of the internal relaxations
of the working fluid.

This is consistent with the physical

interpretation given here and elsewhere as to the nature of
endoreversible cycles (5).
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The optimum time path the temperature of the working
fluid follows to extremize heat transfer and maximize the
efficiency of an FTCRC with non-ideal thermal switches is
such that the working fluid temperature remains isothermal
during heat transfer and switches, in the sense described
above, between Th and T 1 along the two adiabatic branches.
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
To obtain the optimal FTCRC operating mode that
maximizes efficiency, the efficiency function is maximized
by numerically optimizing the relative distribution of
cycling time devoted to high and low temperature heat
transfer.

This latter optimization yields the high and low

temperatures of the working fluid during heat transfer that
maximize cycling efficiency.

Using optimal numerical

solutions, the following two efficiencies are obtained: 1)
the global maximum coefficient of performance and 2) the
coefficient of performance at maximum cooling power.
Using Eqs. (4.19), (4.20), (4.27), and (4.28), the COP
of Eq. (4.9) is given by
(4.29a)

where
(4.29b)
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( 4. 2 9c)

(4.29d)

and
(4.29e)

It is also convenient to define a reduced coefficient of

€

0

= ( (TH/TL)

-

1) -l is the quasistatic Carnot coefficient of

performance.

dimensional efficiency space is defined which consists of
surfaces of constant 8 and

r as shown in Figure 11.

Efficiency space surfaces composed of contours of constant
cycling time vary continuously with the ratio fh/ f 1 •

These

surfaces are obtained by plotting the ordered triple

feasible region defined below by constraints on

~(fh,f1 ).

Paths within the efficiency space describing possible
refrigeration cycle operating modes are referred to as
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~ '(0.0,
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Figure 11. Three dimensional efficiency space for an
FTCRC with Non-Ideal Heat switches. The reduced COP
(RCOP) 'll(lh, l 1 ) =e(lh, [ 1 )/€ 0 is plottedvs the
inverse times lh = 1/ fh and l 1 = 1/ f 1 spent along the
low and high temperature heat transfer branches,
respectively (r = 1 and 9=3). The dashed curves show
the outline of the same efficiency space surface for an
FTCRC with ideal heat switches. Curve a represents the
optimum efficiency trajectory for an FTCRC with ideal
heat switches. Curve b represents the optimum
efficiency trajectory representing the maximum
efficiency operating mode.
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efficiency trajectories.

An efficiency space as defined

above contains efficiency trajectories for all possible
operating modes of the FTCRC considered in this analysis.
At least three striking differences exist between
efficiency space surfaces for FTCRC's with and without ideal
heat switches.

First, the efficiency space shown in Figure

11 representing the performance of an FTCRC with non-ideal
heat switches is severely folded with respect to the
efficiency surface shown in Figure 5 which represents an
FTCRC with ideal heat switches.

The degree to which the

efficiency surface for the non-ideal case is folded
indicates the severity of heat-leak through non-ideal
switches.

To make this latter comparison more visually

apparent, dashed lines included in Figure 11 represent
boundaries of an efficiency space surface for an FTCRC with
perfect heat switches.

In the limit of no heat-leak through

the heat switches, the efficiency surfaces for FTCRC's with
and without ideal heat switches coalesce.
Second, regimes of negative efficiency exist on the
efficiency surface representing the FTCRC with non-ideal
heat switches.

These regimes are indicated in Figure 11 by

the dotted lines.

Negative efficiencies result from the

inability of the refrigeration cycle to produce adequate
cooling power to overcome heat leak through the thermal
switches.

In contrast, the cycling efficiency of an FTCRC

with ideal heat switches is positive over the entire
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efficiency space as seen in Figure 5.
Third, the global maximum Carnot efficiency identified
by the point

(l 1 , lh,

11

(l 1 ,lh)) =

(0.0, 0.0, 1.0) in both

efficiency spaces is not attainable as long as there exists
heat leaks through heat switches.

With non-ideal heat

switches there will always exist an operating frequency
below which the heat leak due to imperfect thermal switching
will dominate the ability of the refrigeration cycle to
provide positive cooling power.

Consequently, the FTCRC is

restricted from attaining the global maximum quasistatic
Carnot efficiency even in the quasistatic limit of zero
cycling frequency.
The global maximum efficiency trajectory within the
efficiency space for the FTCRC with non-ideal heat switches
is obtained by maximizing e(th, f 1 ) using an iterative
numerical search method (12,23).

Global maxima along

individual efficiency contours of constant cycling frequency
are defined by the following simple rule: If

~

exist within the feasible region, and if for all

t 1 * ~1 ,

TJ ( ~,

t 1 ) < TJ ( ~,

~1 )

and
fh

~1

*

~

and

along individual contours of

constant cycling frequency, then

~

and

~1

represent global

optima which maximize e(fh, t 1).
Constraints defining the feasible region over which
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e(th, t 1) is maximized are given by
(4.30a)
(4.30b)

and
(4.30c)

Constraint g 1 insures that time spent during low temperature
heat transfer is positive and nonzero.

Constraint g 2 is

necessary in order to maintain the correct sign of Q8 the
net heat exchanged with the high temperature thermal
reservoir.

The sign convention is such that QH < 0 when

heat leak from the high temperature reservoir is small and
QH

when heat leak out of the high temperature reservoir

dominates heat transfer into the reservoir.

Constraint g3

requires that the cycle time devoted to heat transfer be
proportional to the total cycle time as described above.
Carrying out the numerical maximization of e(t1, th)
over the feasible region,
and

~in

~

and

~1

are obtained.

.

UsJ.ng

~

t h

(4.29), curve b the optimum efficiency trajectory

shown in Figure 11 is obtained, and the maximum efficiency
operating mode is defined.

For comparison, curve "a" in

Figure 11 represents the optimum efficiency trajectory of an
FTCRC with ideal heat switches.
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To examine the frequency dependent behavior of optimum
efficiency space trajectories and further address the issues
of negative efficiencies and the unattainability of

€

0

a

,

family of optimum efficiency trajectories are plotted as
functions of cycling frequency in Figure 12 for several
values of the thermal reservoir temperature ratio

e = TH/TL.

Efficiency trajectory "a" represents an FTCRC with ideal
switches.

The efficiency of an FTCRC with ideal switches is

always positive, reduces monotonically to zero with
increasing cycling frequency, and approaches 11 ( E1 , Eh>

= 1. 0

the quasistatic Carnot maximum in the l = 1/~ - 0 limit.
Trajectories b, c, and d which represent the non-ideal heat
switch case attain global maxima at nonzero cycling
frequencies and are negative in the limits of high and low
frequency cycle operation.

The occurrence of negative

efficiencies may be explained as follows:
e(t1 , fh)

= QL(t 1 ,

th)/-Wnet(t 1 , fh),

where

recall that
QL(t1 , th)

the net

heat extracted from the low temperature thermal reservoir
may be positive, negative, or zero.
one refrigeration cycle,

The work required for

Wnec<f 1 , fh),

is always negative.

Therefore, negative efficiencies occur due to
QL ( t 1 ,

th)

= QL1 ( t 1 )

+ QhL ( fh)

< 0, where

QLl ( f 1 )

and

Q,'1L ( Eh>

represent competing mechanisms for extracting heat from and
leaking heat back into the low temperature thermal
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Figure 12. Reduced coefficients of performance,
~, vs reduced cycling frequency, l.
curve a
represents the optimum efficiency trajectory for
an FTCRC with ideal heat switches and 6 = 3. o (r =
1). Curves b, c, and d represent~ the RCOP of
an FTCRC with non-ideal heat switches and 6 = 1.5,
3.0, and 5.0, respectively.
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reservoir, respectively.
negative,

QL (

t 1,

negative when

fh)

Because

Q~(th)

is always

< 0 and consequently, e ( f 1 ,

fh)

are

I QLl ( t 1 ) I < I QhL ( fh) I •

Negative efficiencies at high and low operating
frequencies are conveniently explained using

Q~ = Q~th

for

heat leak from the working fluid into the low temperature
thermal reservoir and

QLl

= QL1 t 1 for heat extracted from the

low temperature thermal reservoir into the working fluid.
At high cycling frequencies, Q~

= QhLth

'~'

0 and so heat leak

remains finite, the positive heat flux out of the low
temperature reservoir,
Therefore,

QL (

t 1,

fh)

QL1 ,

remains nonzero, and f 1

< 0 and consequently,

-

0.

TJ ( t 1 , fh)

becomes negative due to the fact that time devoted to low
temperature heat transfer is insufficient to allow enough
cooling power to counteract heat leak.
frequencies f 1 "' fh,
QL(f1 ,

fh)

QhL

< 0, and

QL 1 "'

At low cycling
0.

Therefore,

< 0, and negative efficiencies result once again

because essentially no positive cooling power is produced.
It should also be pointed out that this low frequency
behavior results from the fact that heat flux associated
with the leak is treated as a constant in the present FTCRC
model.

Consequently, there always is a low enough cycling
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frequency such that the ability of the refrigerator to
produce positive cooling power becomes less than the flux of
the leak.
In Figure 13,

~

is shown as a function of Pc the

dimensionless cooling power.

The cooling power is defined

as Pc = Pcl /iilSTr. = (Or.! t) I .f«lSTr., where as above Or. is the net
heat extracted from the low temperature thermal reservoir
and

is the cycling period of the refrigeration cycle.

1

Curve a represents an FTCRC with no heat-leak for

e=

3.0

and attains a single maximum with respect to cooling power.
Curves b, c, and d represent refrigeration cycles with heatleaks for 6 = 1.5, 3.0, and 5.0, respectively.

Note that

curves representing the refrigeration cycle with heat-leak
attain maxima with respect to both efficiency and cooling
power.
In Table II, e~ the efficiency evaluated at maximum
cooling power and e•/ the global maximum efficiency obtained
above for an FTCRC with non-ideal heat switches are compared
to

€

0

the quasistatic Carnot efficiency and em the

efficiency at maximum cooling power of an FTCRC with ideal
heat switches.

e~ and e•/ are not being directly compared

with the experimental data because the purpose of this
research is not to predict the efficiency of specific
refrigeration cycles.

Rather, interest lies in establishing
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Figure 13. Reduced coefficient of performance,
~' vs reduced cooling power ftc.
Curve a
represents an FTCRC with ideal heat switches (r =
1). curves b, c, and d represent an FTCRC with
non-ideal heat switches and 8 = 1. 5, 3. o, and 5. o,
respectively.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE QUASISTATIC CARNOT COP
WITH THE COP AT FINITE COOLING POWER
OF AN FTCRC WITH NON-IDEAL
HEAT SWITCHES

Refrigeration
Cycle

TH

,/

€

.,

€
Observed

TL

€
Carnot

€m
Ideal
Heat
switches

m
Non-Ideal
Heat
switches

Non-Ideal
Heat
switches

2.00

1.0000

0.0938

0.0898

0.3544

0.0630

(B = 2T)

2.21

0.8264

0.0842

0.0792

0.2803

0.0777

(B = 5T)

2.21

0.8264

0.0842

0.0792

0.2803

0.0355

2.33

0.7500

0.0794

0.0791

0.2442

0.0862

-

Reciprocating
Magnetic (21)
(*B

=

5T)

Static Magnetic(21)

* "B" represents the externally applied magnetic field.
1-'
0
I\)
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bounds on thermal efficiency that are better than the
quasistatic Carnot bounds.
For a given experiment, say the reciprocating magnetic
refrigeration cycle with

TH/TL

experimental efficiency of e

=

quasistatic Carnot bound is e 0

= 2. 21 and

B

= 2. 0 Tesla, an

0. 0777 was obtained.

= 0. 8264 .

The

The new bound

obtained in Chapter II based on the performance of an FTCRC
with ideal heat switches is em

=

0. 0842.

This latter COP

reduced the bound on thermal efficiency by more than a
factor of 9 and still bounded the experimental efficiency.
Extending this latter comparison to include e~, the
efficiency at maximum cooling power within the maximum
efficiency operating mode is e~

=

0.0792.

Relative to the

Carnot bound, e~ reduces the bound on thermal efficiency of
refrigeration cycles by a factor of 10 while still bounding
the experimental magnetic refrigeration cycle efficiency.
In fact, e~ functions as an improved bound on thermal
efficiency in three of the cases presented in Table II and
functions as a bound in the fourth case within experimental
error.

Within this same example, the global maximum

efficiency obtained above for an FTCRC with non-ideal heat
switches is e•l

=

0. 2803.

The global bounding efficiency,

e•l, reduces the bound on efficiency by about a factor of 3
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and bounds all of the experimental efficiencies presented in
Table II.

It is encouraging therefore, based on these

limited comparisons, that the results obtained in this
chapter may represent further improvement of bounds on the
global maximum thermal efficiency and the efficiency at
maximum cooling power of certain refrigeration cycles which
produce nonzero cooling power.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A model endoreversible finite time Carnot refrigeration
cycle with non-ideal heat switches has been numerically
optimized.

In contrast to the traditional quasistatic

Carnot refrigeration cycle, the FTCRC with non-ideal thermal
switches operates irreversibly over a continuous range of
cycling times, produces finite cooling power, and
experiences heat leaks through the heat switches.

The

principal results are 1} the numerically obtained global
maximum coefficient of performance and 2} the coefficient of
performance evaluated at maximum cooling power within the
maximum efficiency operating mode.

These new bounds on

refrigeration cycle thermal efficiency may provide improved
estimates of the bound on the thermal efficiency of
irreversible refrigeration cycles with non-ideal thermal
switches that maximize efficiency while producing cooling
power.

It is hoped that the finite time thermodynamic

analyses that has been carried out here will prove to be
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helpful in furthering our understanding of the
thermodynamics of irreversible refrigeration cycles.
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APPENDIX A
CONVEXITY/CONCAVITY OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

109
In this appendix, it is shown that the objective
functions representing the cooling power, efficiency, power
consumption, and irreversible entropy production are
suitably concave or convex with respect to Eh and E1 over
the feasible region defined by Eqs. (3.30a) - (3.30c) in
order to fulfill the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) optimization
conditions.
COOLING POWER
Using Eq. (3.13}, the cooling power of the FTCRC is
given by
.f«/5TLr E1

t'Crf1

+

(Al)

1>

Because Pc depends only on E1 , it is sufficient to show
that Pc is concave with respect to f

1

in order that it

satisfy the extended KT conditions.

Evaluating the second

derivative of Pc with respect to f

and holding the

dimensionless cycle period

~

1

constant, the following is

obtained:
(A2)

Because CJ2pcfae1 < o, the cooling power function is strictly
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concave and a global Kuhn-Tucker maximum exists within the
feasible region.
EFFICIENCY
The efficiency of the FTCRC is measured by the
following coefficient of performance (COP):
(A3)

It has been shown in Chapter III that maximizing X(t 1,th)
=

-Q1/Qh is equivalent to maximizing e.

In maximizing

X( E1 , Eh} , the optimum ratio of Eh! E1 is actually being
obtained along contours of constant cycling frequency within
the efficiency space shown in Figure 2.

Therefore, to

determine if X(t 1 ,th} is concave, one examines the way in
which X(t 1, Eh> varies with the ratio Eh/f 1 along contours
of constant frequency.

X(r) =

r (

e (r 2

Making the substitution

:r - r> - 1
+ r ( 1 + r:r ) )

(A4)

The second derivative of X with respect to r is given by
=

2rr 2 (1: - r>
e (r + r:r + 1)

(cont.)
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2

2r2 (3r 2 + 3 (1 + r:r) r + (1 + rf)
6(r 2 + r(1 + rf))

)

(A5)

In order for X(r) to be strictly concave with respect to r,
it is required that d 2 X/ dr 2 < 0.

The sign of d 2 X/ dr 2 can be

determined by examining the cubic inside the brackets of Eq.
(AS).

In the present case, because of the negative sign in

(AS), X(r) is not in general a strictly concave function
for arbitrary values of f and r.

This means that

determining the concavity of X(r) must be done by

ex~nnining

the sign of d 2 X/dr 2 on a case by case basis for specific
values of rand f.
case of r

=

In the special symmetric heat transfer

1, for example, as is shown in Figure 2, Eq.

(AS) reduces to
=

-2(3r 2 + 3(1 + f)r + (1 + f)
6(r 2 + r(1 +f))

Therefore, for r = 1, X(r)

2

)

< o.

(A6)

is a strictly concave function

along contours of constant cycling frequency, and we are
assured that the Kuhn-Tucker optimization produces a global
maximum.

In addition to the r = 1 special case, because e

is a well behaved function and because the global maximum
quasistatic Carnot efficiency must always be attained along
the concave f

=

oo

contour, it is not unreasonable to expect

that some nonzero number of contours of constant frequency
will always be suitably concave to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions for certain values of f for r

~

1.

This last
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statement has been verified numerically for several values
of

r

such that 0 < r

* 1.
POWER CONSUMPTION

The power consumption of the FTCRC is given by
(A7)

To determine the concavity of P 1 the determinant
of the matrix of second derivatives of P with respect to
and Eh is examined.

This latter determinant is the Hessian

of the power function which is given by
(AS)

If the Hessian is positive definite (i.e.

1

if H > 0)

1

the

power consumption function is strictly convex (14).
The following second derivatives make up the matrix
elements used to calculate the Hessian of P:

()2p

a~

E1

=

(A9)

=

(A10)
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and
(All)

Using (A9) - (All) in (AS),
(Al2)

Because the Hessian of (A12) is positive definite, the power
consumption function is strictly convex.
IRREVERSIBLE ENTROPY PRODUCTION
The irreversible entropy produced per cycle of the
FTCRC is given by

(Al3)

In order to use the Hessian method to determine if the
irreversible entropy function is strictly convex, the
following derivatives are obtained:
()2flsx

atJ1

=

2asr } Q
--o---3

cr£1

+ 1)

I

(Al4)
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(A15)

ae

h

(A16)

The Hessian is given by

(A17)

Because H> 0, the irreversible entropy production objective
function is strictly convex.
In summary, the efficiency function is strictly concave
for

r

=

1 and a simple expression that can be used to test

the concavity of the efficiency for

r '*

1 has been obtained.

In addition, the cooling power function is strictly concave
and the power consumption and irreversible entropy
production are strictly convex functions in fulfillment of
the Kuhn-Tucker global optimization conditions.

APPENDIX B
EQUIVALENCE OF OPTIMIZING THE NET HEAT TRANSFER
INTO THE WORKING FLUID AND THE NET
HEAT TRANSFER INTO THE EXTERNAL
HEAT RESERVOIRS
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The efficiency of an FTCRC with heat leak due to nonideal heat switches was defined in Eq. (4.8) as

and absorbed from the high and low temperature thermal
reservoirs, respectively.

In addition, it was shown that

minimized and maximized, respectively.

In maximizing

I01 (tb,t 1) I the net heats rejected from and absorbed into
the working fluid have been extremized rather than QH(tb,t 1)
and QL(th,t 1 ).

This alternative optimization was carried

out for mathematical convenience and to maintain consistency
with previous optimizations.

The purpose of this appendix

fact yield the same optimum heat transfer solution as does

The general form of the Lagrangian used to optimize
heat transfer into and out of thermal reservoirs is given by
(B1)
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llsR, = llShL

and llSR = !J..SL1 or !J..SR

= !J..ShH are the entropies

generated in the working fluid due to heat leak and normal
heat transfer, respectively, and the A's are Lagrange
multipliers.
Entropy generated in the working fluid during low
temperature heat transfer is given by

=

r

tl

Jo

a ( TL - Tl ( t)

)

Tl ( t)

d

t

= ~ !J..S
1
'

(B3)

and

(B4)

where
ilSLl + !J..SHl = ilS = Canst.

(B5)

Entropy generated in the working fluid during high
temperature heat transfer is given by

(B6)
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and

(B7)

where
llshH + llshL

= -lls = const . .

The parameters 0 <

e

1 !>

(B8)

1. 0 and 0 <

e

h !>

1. 0 define the

fractional change in entropy of the working fluid which is
not due to the heat leak, and terms containing (1 -

~)

define changes in entropy of the working fluid which is due
to heat leak.

In the limit of

~

= 1.0 no heat leak occurs

and heat switches function ideally.

In addition,

llS1 + llsh = 0 in fulfillment of the endoreversibility

condition.
The Lagrangian used to optimize QL(t 1,th) is given by

given by

Using (B9) and solving a£f 11 > ;ar1 =

o and a£f(l) ;arh

=

o, optimum

temperatures of the working fluid during heat transfer are
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given by
= T!1l
1

(B10}

'

and
(1)

Th

•

(B11}

The Lagrange multipliers are
(B12}

and
(B13}

For the Legendre condition, the following are obtained:

=

(B14}

=

(B15}

and

The free endpoint conditions
a~ 11 >1at~1 > I t:=O

= a~<1> ;at<1>
1
I r:=r:l = 0'

(B16}

~<1> ;at~1>

= a~<1> ;at~1>

(B17}

and
i
I

t=O

C=t:h

=0
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are automatically satisfied.

Therefore, using Eqs. (B3) and

(B4), optimum temperatures of the working during heat
transfer are given by
(Bl8)

and
(B19)

where

~

1 and

~h

are as yet undetermined.

The Lagrangian used to optimize QH(t 1,th) is given by
(B20)

given by
(B21)
Using (B21) and solving

a~c 2 l

/oT1 = 0 and

a~c 2 l

/oTh

=

0,

optimum temperatures of the working fluid during heat
transfer are given by

= TC2l
1
and

'

(B22}
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(2)

Th

•

(B23)

The Lagrange multipliers are

J..11>

= _(_1_--~-=1_)(!.,_r_p'"""">

):......2

> o'

(B24)

TH

and
(B25)

For the Legendre condition, the following are obtained:

=

(B26)

=

(B27)

and

Again, the free endpoint conditions
~< 2 > ;at<12 >

1
1

t=O

= a~ 12 > ;at121 >

1

t=t1

= o,

(B28)

and
(B29)
are automatically satisfied.

Therefore, using Eqs. (B6) and

(B7), optimum temperatures of the working fluid for
exhausting heat to the high temperature thermal reservoir
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are given by
T (2)

-

1

-

(B30)
(1

and

=

TH
-~..:.:..h_Jl._S_) '

-(1--

(B31)

15th

where

~

1 and

~h

are still undetermined.

The task now is to determine

~i

and

~h·

Setting

(B32)

and setting T~ 1 l

~h

=

2

= T~ l ,

(B33)
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For an FTCRC with non-ideal heat switches that maximizes
~~

efficiency, the parameters

and

~~

define the optimum

fractional amounts of entropy generated in the working fluid
during low and high temperature heat transfer, respectively.
Using~~ and~~

with Eqs. (4.5) - (4.7), (BlB), (Bl9),

(B30) and (B31), the following expressions are obtained for
heat transfer:
1)

heat transfer from the thermal reservoir at temperature

TL into the working fluid at temperature T1 is given by
=

ASTLrf1(1 - rf1 £ 1 (6 - 1))
f!.'t 1 (1 + K1 ) + 1)

where the dimensionless variables

2)
TH

r = ..;a:riS

I

f1

= t

z.;a!SIlls

I

Heat transfer from the thermal reservoir at temperature
into the working fluid at temperature T1 is given by
=

llSTLr£ 1 f 1(6 + rf1 (6 - 1)) .

f!.'t 1 (1+k 1 )
-

3)

(B34)

-

+1)

(B35)

I

Heat transfer from the working fluid at temperature

into the thermal reservoir at temperature
=

-ASTHth(r- thKh(l-

r(fh (1

+

I<h> - I)

1/6))

TH

is given by
(B36)

Th
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where the dimensionless variables th

4)

= th..[iilS/ il.S and

Heat transfer from the working fluid at temperature Th

into the thermal reservoir at temperature TL is given by

= -a sTJ(h f iF
f( f h ( 1

+

f h£h ( e

+ £h) -

f)

-

1 >)

(B37)

Equations (B34) - (B37) agree with Eqs. (4.19), (4.20),
(4.28), and (4.29).

Therefore, the approach used in Chapter

IV. for obtaining the optimum heat transfer solutions by

optimum heat transfer solutions are identical to those

